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INTRODUCTION

THE EXPERIMENT, ITS ORIGIN AND PURPOSE

HOWARD LEE NOSTRAND

In 1974, a multidisciplinAw French Civilization Group 47as created
. _

by "grassr.dots" initiative of University of Washington faculty members and
c

students from several departmehts, ¢eginning wig!, Romancf Languages,listory,
. -..

Geography, ands Communicationt. Its purpose was .not only area study but ehe
U

aPplication'of a "teachable understandigg" of this West-European culture at
.. 1

all age levels, in school and beyond.,
4

In 1975, the Group created a Community Advaisory Board Eo advise it con-

cerning ways to bring the knowledge of specialists to the adult community of

the SeAttle,atea.
The present series-of discussions was developed by the Board as an ex-

%

periment primarily for the purpose of-demoestrating to mainstream Americans

that .we can learn from other peoples who, in some .fields at least, have gone

faither.than we in realizing some of:the values we share with them. There

exists a complacent cliche, a near-sighted. salf-concept as "the greatest

nation," Which Obstructs:a realistic and imaginative approach to our civic

issues.

Initially, the experiment was to present several facets just of French

culture, in order to find out whether the participants could come to experi-
4 .

ence one foreign culture's values and problems subjectively, and thus estab-

lish'for themselves an alternative vantage point from which to see the'preserit

world-- including ourselves -- in a relativistic perspective. This feature of

the experiment proved unworkable, at least in this series,' -which was shortened
s.

to At a reduced budget.- The demonstration whiob_had been the primary purpose

was carried out in the broader context of examples from several countries,

with the result Harry Reinert has summarized and evaluated. One may wisi,to

jead his summary as an orientation to the expositions and discussions:

The discussion series.could not possibly have been conceived mild carried

out without the effort of many persons; and its fruition in a second Series

has required still more cumerous contributors. The most involved of all of

these will'be-singled out for gratefulacknowledgment in the final-section

of thts'report, 'where mention of the continuing project will be appropriate.

5
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.4
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PUBLIC POLICIES FOR CHILD CARE PROVISION ,IN tUROPE,AND NORTH AMERICA'

MARTHA A.*DARLING
.

a
Introduction

The United StateslackS a national policy for child. care provision. The
, ,

federal government does tund a small collection of programs providing a limited
. 110

21 ,
i

i . ..i .

.1 number/of serviceb.forla limited number of j,00r and/or depkiVed families and

children. There is also some public provision at thlotate and local level;

geprally conditional upon financial assistance in the form ofIeSeral matching

or bloc grant monies. vrovision at these,levels tends to be haphazard, fragmented,

.

uncoordinated and of uneven quality and insufficient quantity. Federal govern-
.

.

ment activity in the child care field tends to concentrate on the foimulation
.

, .

4,-- of stamdards and regulations for quality and safety while.leaving the actual

4

provision of service& tothe market mechanism. As in other areas of social

policy,'tne'united Mates has preferred to give indirect assistance in the form

of tax deductions all but the poorest users of child care services rather

than extend direOt assistance through subsidies to ,rogramg, which is viewed as

inte rfering' with the operation of the free-mark(4-in goods and services.

Increasingly, however, the inadequacies of the market mechanism in
. ,

providing sufficient numbers of child dare places of acceptable quality and 4

at a'price middle. and lower middle income parents can,afford have generated

condiderable pressure on public authoritiesat:a11 levels of .government to

"do so thing". The federal elondale Brademus Comixehensive Child Development

"1411 .tie actions .of a variety of states .in creating Offices of or

of ild Developient are :prominent among the puplAc measures designed to assist

. parents in securing adequate care and good development for America's youngest._
.

citizens. The iondale Brademus bill hasjaottilowever, become law, and state

9



Offices of Children can accomplilhonly.so mu,h without,fairly subatantial
&

viinancial help from ttlfederal govehrbent.
. 1

At the same time, the demand for childcare services continues to vow,

4

arising as it does froot fundahentai changes in famiay structure and.living

I . ; 1

conditions which have diminished the ability of even the'"normil"'family to'.

previde,forall their children's. needs hlone. Among the most important of Uses

, .

social changes, wk4.ch have accompanied industrialisation and urtanization in all

industrial societies, axe;

4

1) In more and more families, both parents are working, training for work or

studying..

2, There are increasing numbers of single parent families with young. children.

3, Not all families are eqUal in their ability to create an enriched, stimu-

lating home environment for their young children. Where parents axe legs

advantaged, because' they are non-English speaking or are of lower eocio-4

economic Or educational backgroulds, their children often arrive at school

ago, without the basic social.and intellectual skills which can be important

to success in school - skills' which children from middle class families

are more likely to develop at home.

4) Even the "normal" American.famllyiS ability to provide all the stimulation

their young children require for social an4 emotional development has been

seriously eroded by changes in family size and living conditions. The

extended family of the past, with its three-generation mix of grandparents,

parents and numerous children, has been replaced by the nuclear American

family of'two parents and tko or three children. Grandparents and older

siblings are less frequently available to share in the care and:provic0
7

variety in the social contacts of younger children. The changing patterns

of urbanaecommedation - more and more, self=contained urban abartments in

S 10
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4-Large urban blocks ¶nd suburban single home tracts of women 91 children
5 , .

nave fUrther contributed to the7nucleari;ation and isolatidg of the mbdern

"and to the disappearance of informal f7ily-and comMUnity support

'systems whiCh have in the past been imPortantli:n helping families raise
'

their children.

For-all of these reasons, it is highry likely that pressure will.continue'to

build in the United States for a more significant federal, role in child care ,4*

provision - for a national public policy for child care provision.

in a sense, the United States is fortunate in entering the. child carte field-'

late, for there already exist a.numberif policy models to examine in the legisla-
__

tion and experience of Oat advanced industrial countries. The Ast,five years,
%,

in particular, have witnessed a virtual explosion in governmental activity on

public policies for the care and education of young children in almost every
,

natiofi of Eur46 and in Canada'as well. in some countries this.activity'repre-

seas the early steps in the creation of a national prograM or system. In, others,

where child carp systems have been in-existence for.some time,--parliaments are

or will be considering extensiveaddpitionallegislation which Will dramatically

expand these systems. it seems reasonable to assume that. in these deyalopments

beyond our own borders American policy makers and the American public may find

ideas, insights and innovations, which could be borrowed

home.

adapted for'use at

But first a caution. Beforeanysuch borrowing or adapting-takes place,
I

it is important that we try to understand how certain countries have come to have

certain policies. We need to,attempt'to distinguish between policies which have

remained uni,iue to one country or a small group of countries and those which are

found in a number of countries. For only -91en can we begin to understand how

,they policy approaches different countries-and groups of countries have taken

relate to their own historical-cultural context and their social values'in ways
. .

11
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which sake them similar to ourselves (hence a greater possibility of borrowing)

or. different from ourselves (hence a greater aifficulty in borrowing). Only then

will we be able.to unkarstand the
.

ne of the American scene for policy or a

certain type and thelOblicy,approachesiwhich might meet those needs., (Akthough r

this brief paper does not go &to much depth on the history, culture or sobiad

. values of the countries whose policies are disomesedi all readers are encouraged

to dorso.,

Four National Models of Child Care rOliCY

°
Every, country's\poricies for child care provision? are in many 1;4 unique.

1

.

Having stated this obvious point,, 1 .would add that patterns.do nevelitheless

emerge dn the approaches of the different countries of Europe and North America

which tend to group,certain countries together. After studying-the policies of

a number of these countries, -Jr. have identified four saia patterns Or approaches

in public policies for the care and education of young Aildren. These"hational

,models", al! I have characterized them, are:.

1) the cr;che2kindergartensystemt or "French" or ."Latin European" model;

2, the recently deyeloped comprehensive integrated day n*eery system or

"Scandinavian" model;

3, the highly centralized creche/Kindergarten system or "Sosialist" model; and,

4)' the fragmented, /oiuntaristic "Anglo-axon" model.

The "French" or "Latin European" model

In the Latin System, child care is largely under public-Ai/spices, with

policy determined:by the central govelblinat and programs adminiptered ands

operated lociily. Two4argely consecutive age-Tilated systems, the cAaChe for

children under three and the kindergarten for children from 24 or 3 to schoo

. age, constitute the preichool system? There is aclear dividing line betweet;

these two systems& The creche° are under the ministerial control of the

12 .6
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Ministrief,Health and Welfare and have4historically tended to,emphasize physidal
. . o

ca and protection, health and cleanliness. .They also involve:taparentifee.

The kindergartens; on-the other tiand,,fall'Inder the Ministry of education, are

conceived jas part of the state's responsibility for public education, and empha-

size cognitive'and social development. They usually do not involve a parental
,

-fee, Znrollment rates' differ coniiderably between the two systemi as well;

For the kindergartens, the rate is over 8( in France and over 94 in Belgium
. %

for the 3-6 year old group; enroncent in the creches-falls markedly with approxi-
-

mately 15% to 2,4 of the under.three age grouts served in both countries.% . ,

in some ways.ths kindergarten system is highly centralized and in some

ways it is not. The government sets policy, pays teacher's salaries'(tile largest

part of ongoing operating costs is involved in designilt and financinglulldings,

and provides for the.training of teachers. A hierMP archy of supervisi;n and

direction exists under the Ainistryef Lducation.. The central government, does

not, however, itsue a 'standard curriculum. liistead it is left to the indigidual

teacheri; the directress of the school and especially the regional inspectress
...N. ..

.. ; ( , .

to de.1410-, the irogra.m of for the children.. a Consequence, the
4 . .

desi of

cla(4

ssroom activities depends very much upon the point of viel4 end the-.,

. .-
leadership capabilities of the regional inspectress. And7while classrooms always

, _-.
.

,
.

diffeesignifidently within ahy given district, they also differ markedly form i

one district.to another. some inspectresses encourage spontaneiZy, creativity

and the develop ment of positive attitudes toward learning; otheri are more
. ;

concerned with orderliness and school related achievements.

The kindergartens are basically edUcational, with "biasses" in both the

morning and afternoon, but most of them also serve the function of dily care

'centers, with Cart provided before

..for a fee. Kindergarten classes
e.

1110

er school time and at the lunch break

I.

e, with average enrollments of



1

. , approximately

assistants)

40 children per teacti:er in France (*e teachet is aided by several'
A

and approximately'', ?0._Citildren'yer teacher Belgium, Aided'oby-severai

assistants.. With such; lax get .40508 .disciplipe can tend to be overemphas lied"
es

. and the Children mai' not benefit 00miluch individualiZed attention'.. .

,

.

The creches in bahlqa_lo.oand France off$`' more favorable adult/child
, .-. ... .

i. ,
L. 1

,ratios and smillq sized groups than do the kindergartens' (in the 1::5 --1:8 range).

I
They are expensive, hoUever, , and parent's are, required to pay fee for. the

r /

service .,proNiided, Creches art specifitilly!intended for use by workbag parents,

but the fee required often means that only middle income families with one or 4t
°

.

'' the most two children maki use of the facilities. Less expensively privately.
. 0

arranged family diy care ,(FDIC is often' used by working parents. In the Latin

.
.

-

countries officially 'organizk a! supervised, IDC is .also generally available

as part of, the public care system. in Fre-no it is less expensive' than creche ,

care: in ,pelgium, fees in officially organized FIX ere identical to those charged

places are in gieat demand -in both

countries areApledged to' expinair

for OKeche care. Despite their cost creche

3elgium and France, and governments in both

. in this relatively underdeveloped sector.

1 'The °Iatin °C*sleghe/kindergarten ystem should be viewed, 01 the context' of the°

4

explicit "family policy".Ath9.t moat, countries have. The offer of. child. card

on an extensive basis outside the h is but one -important part of a syttem of

social service suppprts and social insurance benefits related to'the oars an4
4

upbringing of children. French faaily.polioy, for instance, includes ptid

paternity leaVe, Children's hallowances, hdusing allowances to low-income families
.

with several' children, allbwances to mothers remaining at home with their chil-

dren, allowances to help low - income families meet child care expenses d idc °until '

for large families, extensive mojher and infant health, programs and the like.

.4
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_the icandinavian model

404 w ;

The Principles' which guide.Scandinavian social policy, including child care

polic; a d family policy, focus very largely on the indiVidual's right to help fillp

the community' when in need. -ihile voluntary efforts can supp/ement public provi-
.

sion; Odrity can never replace or delay public efforts finanted by taxation.
(.

..

rublic services,-based on general,taxatioh, are the 16gislated right'of all

seas

4
A dimension of social values which is important in unde the 5oa0aina-

,
.

.4

vian approach to child care policy is the stress placed in I loolicy,:mdet
, -

. . , .

, ..

;pronounced in Sweden, on securing; support for thedamily,and ori.equality,betweri
.

. *t -..

the sexes. .-. Iii` light of'the'e^4Phasis,placed on equality between women And men,
.

,

.
. .

in/creased prominence has been. given to7the up-btinging'of chtiAren And the coats

families must bear. The concept of child rearing as a responsibility which should,

be shared by the parents and socigty enjoys a level of acceptance in Scandinavia 10_

which does' not exist nearly to the same degree in the..s.tinand.Anglo-Saxon'countries.

And there are, in conseiuence, an extendive number and range of public programs and/

policies to support the familyin bringfag up its children.. -For example, 6candini-
.

viah policymakers Ake generally exploring ways in which Various social policies

can,even out.faltaly living standards between the period when the family's needs are

.

greatest - when children are young and parental earning power is.less and the

period when the family's.maintenance burdens are lightest - when Children are older

and'446,earning Ater is greater ind two 'Areas can work. The children!s allowance

is intended to provide in part of the direct, consumption cost to the family with

re4sing a child. :And social inburance now. provides benefits to parents absent from

wolloror various child-related reasons; e.g. Sweden's provision of paid leave far

a.parent taking,oare Of a sick child and extended six7, or seven-month maternity

leaves in Finland and Sweden (parental leave in Sweden's case, which allows fathers

15
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. as well as mothers to share this leave to care for their new be:40S.)

. Is
$ r

there ie the publics
?
rovision of'child care centers.

`;The greatest common problem for the Scandinavian systems is thit of quantity.

?spits the 4igh percentages of .working mothers (except in Nerwayi where the
/

,. .

figure* ts dow.onthe increase )I. the excellent high quality public child care

centers can accommodate' only a relatively small proportion of the children re-
.

*ring some daytime care. In 1973 Sweden enrolled approximately 20.1 all

children aged 6 months to 7 years in group (70% of all six-Year-olds).

Id Finland the 1974 estimate was 17% of the same age group; in'Dednark approximately

27% in 1973 (6o of the six-year-olds); and in Nprway only 4% (11% of the six-

year-olds). t),

In all the Scandinavian countries, family aa care is available as part of

the formally organized andeubsidized child-care system. Considerable attention

is being devoted to upgrading:the quality of FDCs, with training courses offered

for FAA mothers in both Sweden and Finland and under consideration elsewhere. .

Family day care doeSAnot, however, account for large numbers of children in care;

the d;.), nurseries are the dominant mode of Scandinavian care.
.

All Of the Scandinavian preschool programs, with the exception of the preschool

year program, require a parental fee. Fees vary according to family income,,Auid,

Children with two working or studying parents, with a single parent, or with

specific needs are given priority.

Most of the Scandinavian countries have

in the last five years which are designed to

available in day nurseries.- With the exception of the treschool year provision,
.

the initiative for child care ceftter creation and financial responsibility for

embarked on major expansion programs

increase the number of places

capital construction and operating costs has remained with the local community.

Because the abiV.ty of the municipalities is highly variable and very uneven,



or-

.swever, the recent legislation has specified'an increased financial role for

central governments in supplementing 3,c:cal resources. As important as the

financial.gommitment of the central governments in Finland and Sweden is the new:

11

emphasis on focal planning 'which found inthe child care legislation of both

countries; . . .

scandinavian preschools tend to be of high quality. ,.,orst are housed in socially

designed buildings or parts of buildings and they are consequently quite spacious

and generously equipped for'children'S activities. Group size is usually no more

' than 20 for older children, and adult:child ratios tend to.be a favorable 1:5or

1:6. Group size is smaller and ratios more favorable for children under 22.

Experimentation with mixed "sibling 'groups" of children 21 or,___ to,7 is widely

underway in Scandinavia, as is some exploration of alternative modes of staffing

patterns and stiff relationships.

The .socialist model

The Socialist model resembles the -.,atin model in its creche/kindergarten

institutional division of child carefunctions,'although the relatively recent re-
*

organization and greater integration of the two in_the soviet nion may begin a move
N\

1,

in the direaiion taken by. the Scandinavians a decade ago. Becaise the,soviet

policy Age may set the pattern for the other Socialist model countries, a few

Iwords iabout the merger are order. The previously separate creche/kindergarten

*

syste has been 'reorganized to integrate care ixograms into single "nursery-
p

kind axtens". The primary argument in favor,of this change, an argument which

is echoed in other Luropean and North American countries, is that when crephes are

special facilities,, he staffs tend to concentrate on the physical care of their
4 0

very young-charges, to the exclusion of cognitive and socio-economic development.

(,",No one denies the, importance of physairtare to the very young, but the new

recognition'of the'potential of very young children for learning and exploration,

17



suggestb that tradition& nursing is not enough. S'6Viet Union was already in
0

advance of other countries in' developing curricula for children from infancy, with

age - appropriate games, music and exercises'. The integration of the two institutions

ilks well with Soviet beliefs about the importance of the child's early years

and their systematic approach to facilitating child development from birth. In

Hungary and roland,.Aamong other Socialist countries, there has also been a special

effort to reorient the thinking of ihe nursing staffs along more develOpmental

lines. (The Latin.countries1 as previously noted, are alio very concerned with

broadening the conceptiAcS crech care., At

,As in the Scand' vian and Latin countries, "family policy" isthe umbrella

1

for an extensile system 4ih lth and social services and of subsidies which ease

the financial burden of cAild beariniand rearing in the Socialist countries! Pio-

vision is made for paid maternity leave, paid leave tocare for children who are

ill or who specifically need.paiehtal care, maternal and infant heilth centers,

children's allowances and -child care centers.

:4
The Socialist countries-. hive extensive systems of preschool provision whlbh

are, in general; highly ceniralized, well equipped, well staffed and available to

.relatively large numbers of children. ximately 50 percent of all Soviet ,

children aged 3,to 7 years and over 70; percent of the 3- to 7- year-olds in urban

areas-are enrolled in kindergari4,.. Crches fo younger chilleen from 6 weeks to
o,

3 years of age are fewer in'number and serve far fewer children: only about 10 per-

cent of this age group in the Soviet Union and feWer still in viand and`Hungarye

it As I have noted, a trend may be'developing to combine the creches with .1.tr kinder-

gartens in what are called."nuNS Xindergartenn facilities.

The Soviet Union has perhaps 'pie most highly developed national #iiirchool

64rriculum of any in the.world. othei Socialist countries, notably the
.44

German Democratic Republic (East rmany)ii tend to follow the Soviet example in

xt a
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developing detailed plans of activitiesfOr children of.different ages. Several

Soviet researclninstitutes are engaged in developing new approaches to early

-growth and learning and in revising old ones on the basis of continuing studies .

of child development and continuing observation of the children. The child's

day inv9;.ves both structured work, including music and physical exercises appropri-
/

ate to the child's developmental level, and s;,ontaneous.Play. Socialist child care

institutions place great lOortance on developing in children cooperative attitudes

toward each other; a sense of group membership and of collective responsibility,

as' opposed to individuality; and respect for work and workers. in recent years,

increasing attention has been focused on cognitive development in Socialist kinder-
.

gartens. 4roblem-solving skills and preparation or "readiness" for primary school

are receiving greater bmphasis. tn addition, researchers are seeking to develop

more effective ways to encourage creativity in young children.

Preschool programs tend to be highly centralized in the socialist countries

therexception is Yugoslavia with its federal system - with the political-adminis-

trative details and the curricula tending to be specified at the top, of the concerned
ti

governmental ministries and passed down to the local level for implementation.

The Anglo-axon model

rublicly'supported child care in the Anglo -.axon countries has' its origins in

World War iI as women were drawn into the labor force in `place of their soldier

husbands. The provision of Alblically'brganized child care was regarded as essen-
,

tial if these'women were Okay their part in the wartime economy. Following the

war, however, public funding was discontinued, often very abruptly, and those centers

that continued into the late l94C's and beyond had to seek funding elsewhere.-

fact, some local and state/provincial government' authorities continued to provide

. limited financing to wartime child care systems! (ior the Most part,lhowever, social

attitudes which had been accepting of central gOvernment-finanCed child care during

14.
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the war emergency now found that child care wat, both harmful to children and, as

women r4ghtly returned to their homes, unnecessary.

The very uneven provision of child care in the Anglo-Saxon countries and

the ambivalence about child care of any type require explanation. Child care

provision in the inaglonaxon countries is a far less tidy affair than in any of

the other three national models discussed. The possibilities for making descrip-

tive generalizations are consequently no nearly so great. For the characteris-

tics of provision in these countries are lonely related to some very strongly

held social, political tnd economic v ues and beliefs, suchCas the large, ihde-

1

. pendent role of the individual and the limited role and functions of governlent;

, .

distrwi-of go'veiment, especially of central government which is farther removed

1

from the 'control of-the local -people and especially in matters relating to children,' .

* ,

their education and the family; pluralism; the free marketplace in goods and
INgs

servicesi'and the importance of the voluntary/charity tradition in providing for

f -

Ahost in need. As a result of these values and beliefs, the Anglo-Saxon approach

to child bate policy'seemdcto be the reverse of thatiof:the satins, Scandinavians

)1
-atrocialiets. *Ohile policy in these countries appears to be based on the aseump-

;

tion of a .positive public role And responsibility in assisting families with the

rearing of children, with a predominant role assigned to government in the direct

provision tf goods and services tt families, the Anglo-Saxons have tended to place

.
.

their reliance on individual and voluntary activity and charity in meeting various

social need. as far as possible.

The implicatons of 'these social values for public

care are several. First, child care provision tens to

policy concerning child

involve multipie and

Overlapping systems of caret some of which are age - related (for children under

,

3 or for 4- or "5-year-olds) and soma of which are not. This care takes place in

4.
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--!enters, in family day care arrangements, in kindergarten classes' attached to

primary schools and in the chi d's home, some 'is publi ljr supervised and regulated,

mulph is hot, Care is/host'often provided under privat proprietary or voluntary

aliency aukvioee rather, than under public auspices;' The` private Sector is very

important in Anglo-Saxon child care provision. ..n Canada, for instance, 75 percent

of tha day care and 5u percentof the part -day nursery sdnonls are privately

Organized. Family day care, espe6ially the unteguiate, unlicensed yariety, is
i

very prevalent, as are.other informal arrangements prevalent.than'in'the

other national models where pUblic chil care provision-exists as'a.major option
4 4"

I

. -

fcirjarents seektftg'Ohiid.care. A.ublicly licensed FJ,C is grOWing importance;

because of, the growing demand. and the requirements of 'a license tO:be eligible for
4 : , \ .*

pdblid reimbuiSeMint for children from lox incoMe'famiiies. ,,tay care centers are
. .

relatively '4.ess-important. FJO arranged bxpublic agencies is of.limited importahce.'
-

A variety' of,governmentaleAuthorities, in the fields of iucation, welfare ,and health

(often iiithalffereat olijectives have vanying.responsibilities'in the child care

field!

There is a sharp conceptual and practical' break AA the Angio-;axon 'countries,

.
between'Ohild care provision for chidren

;/
over three 'and thoseUnder three: Although,

a certain pragmatism now- exists atbutthe-growihgneed, for out-of-home care. for

very young-children due to thewase in the numbers of workizig Mothers and

single parent families, the.belief,remains strong that maternal -care or care by a. ,"
close relative ofeiren by 4.non-relativ in the child's own home is much superior

,

to group gre. dhile'center care for Children over thr.

the resiptangeto any forts of groUp par6'-for children under three, except perhaps .

for the small group setting of family day care, remains very high, as enrollment

rates indicate: 10! Canada, 4 Percent of the ,children under three are care4,for
'

outside their homes in publicly supervised care - principally in family day care.
1,
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By contrast, 28 .percent of the children 3 to 6 are in' care outside their homes, sore,

1 (

evenly divided between center care est'. FJC: in ,the. United States the:overwhelming

majority of children under three who are:in'child Care are found in FDCs;sti4i
,

.

only percent of the under three grout is in care outside their homes *while
.

\ ..

45 percent of the children 3 to 6 att jendull or par retday pschool programs.

The exception to this opposition.to group care for any preschool children is the

part-day nursery school, play groul.,, or lryear kindergarten (preschool year) programs.

Such'programs are, in fact, highly valued by the middle and upper classes for their

aisumed socialization and educational benefits ana for "school readiness" preparation.

The ize of groups and adult: child; ratios, in *y of these programs 'are

highly variable and are not subject to generalization.
.

The result of all this is a highly decentralized, fragmented collection of care

arrangements, most Involving-,little coordinatpn with other social services affecting

children or families, such as health care and mother and infant care programs. While

. Canada and the United Kingdft (UK, have limited national maternity leaVe prograMS,

-with paid:coverage under unemployment benefits, the United ;testes lacks any national

. .

policy. Canada and the UK also provide children's allowances; theUnitet states

does not. uther supports to families which constitute the "family policy" approach

of the Latin, Scandinavian and SoCialist models are absent from the Anglo-Saxon model.

In general,,ottie supports to families are less numerous, less comprehensive and less

coherent 'in the'Mx16-0axon countries. . . .

t

z
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The American 4oene Today; -A :ostSbript
.7,

A .

Returning briefly to the American scene, I would offer a'few observattbas on

the difficulties faced by those who would favor a national child care policy.

ale net only lack a system of child care, we also lack an articulated family

.poliCY and even the concert of,a comprehensive approach to policies imsupport of

families, many of which do exit but are not coordinated.'
.

have a complex multi- layered system of, government, with national, state and

local layers. rolicy comes at all levels, implementation at all levels. Reqonsi-

bility 'is sometimes hard to fix.

ne believe in -pluralism and,choice and'relY on the "free market" and private

.enterprise"to provide an'adequate range of goods and services at competitive prices

from which we can choose.
I 0

distruit.the federal government in any .controlling role in educational matters'

and in policies affecting harmalf,...miiies (though not, it seems, low-income AFJC
0

families,.

14' 4e'ddfnot share a sense of common objectives for child care or a commitment

'to the irrincifle that the public interest is invoived, that there are future costs

.to societylof the neglect of childre4 today.

do's.not'an.general, at least not in government, believe 'in 2lanning. '.4e

before tend to favor
0 4,

uncoordinat4d and often

ay;p:Lach to a problem,

ad hoc approaches and solutions and to create a myriad of .

overla,...,ing programs, ratner than adopt a comprehensive

ne ere Irogram oriented rather than problem oriented.

At the same tine, Americiii families need help in (1, paying for child care

and (2, exercising real 'choic when facilities ,are so limited" that amt place some-%
tires is the only choice possible. These two problems are related, and the market

system currently functioning in this country is not very helpful or resjonsive to

the needi of families for child care.
.
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Child care should,, in my opinion, be viewed as a publicsocial utility, like

.

the school system,' We need some infrastructure - child We centers - to assure

that parents have alternatives among which to choose. 'Government must assume

a'-supportive role in child care prbvision, in the'buiiding of isifrastrUcture at

the very leant, if choiceand pluralism are-to operate in this vital area. /

What would 1 like to see come in the 11.6.*: ;would like to see a universal

system for children of all parents who wish child care, on at least a part-time

basis from the age of 24 :(like the French model); a mix of centers and FI)C;

some center and FIX provision fbr children under 24, with some centers cateringfor

children from birth to school age plus young school age children outside of school

hours. All would be fee-pay.ing by parents on an income related, sliding basis,,

with state and local government picking up half of the remaining costs and the

federal government the other half .through bloc grants to states or cities.

None of this, of course, hill happen quickly. Cities and states will have

to start making major demands on the federal government for more monies on a

matching basis and localities will have to make. demands on the states., National

policies will probably come only after a number of localitiesjand states go a

ways in developing their own policies and systems. -ouch has been the case with

many other social policies, in this country and I expect it'to be the case with

child care as well. While we do not change out ways quickly, we do change them,

and l look forward to a future in which the needs of families and children will

. reive more of the attention they merit.

'24
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DAY CARE I}' AMERICA
1

MARGARET SANSTAp

. Everyone examining public policy issues surrounding dab' 'care in America

today agrees it is an extrodinarilY complex issue. The pFimeler question

being debated is whether public funds should be provided to support a Ilational

system day care facilities for children of working parents and, if so,

at'what level, in'what form and finder what conditions.' In attempting to

answer'these questions, other issues that emerge have.to do with child-

and familyVupport policies, the cost of providing services, -the potential

impact of such programs on families and children and a variety of Moral

and political considerations that demand ,a great deal of public discussion

and debate.

In a recent study conducted by the.prestigeous National Research Council

of the National Academy of Sciences the conclusions reached were that

any discussion ab"out, day care should be guided by three basic principles.

Thes.e were:

1. No child under the age of six should be deprived of the immediate

case of one parent, if one is willing, simply because that

parent has no choice but to work outside the home to enable

the family to exist at a decent standard of living.

2. Any national program addressed to the needs of'chAlien

and.their families for such services must give priority to

those i,n greatest need.

3. For parents who choose to work outside the home, there should

be a range of childcare alternatives, from competent babysitters
*

to highly developmental institutions or centers; and parents

should be able td choose the kinds of services they feel best

meet their chdren's needsl.at a cost that does not require

ti

the sacrifice of other essential goods and services.

Since the turn of the century, there has been a need for day care that has

not been adequately met. Much of the problem today results from tie_

two types of preschools that emerged simultaneously over the years as

society evolved and technology advanced. A first type is the traditional

27
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private nfTsery school, designed for..the middle and upper-fclass families as

A

. .

a means of educational and psYchdlogical 'development forchildren from /

three to fiVe yeats:of age. 'Day-care or'day nurseries, on the other hand,

deyeloped as aehumanitarian effort by upper -blass women as a service for

the lower classes to free mothers to work. The nursery school was developed

supposedly for educational purposes; day care wap classified as a health

and welfare A.0.inction and thereby considers t as a charitable program largely
.

custodial in'nature.

There werephilanthro pic day-care centers beginning in 1838, but it 1,AirS

/
not until the Dypression in the 1930's and during World War II that any

.

Major efforts were undertaken by..the Federal goVernment. During the

Depressionday-care programS were established to provide work forunemployed

teachers, custodians, cooks and nurses. During the second World War when

women were needed for the war effort, the Lihham Act was passed toft

fund day care to allow women to work in defense plants. When the war

ended, the okcision makers, believing.the need for day care no longer existed,

withdrew the funds, closin 2800' cehters,leaving over a million and a half

children without day care. However, statistics show that many women
11

.
continued in the labor force and their numbers have continued to increase.

Today there are approximately 7.2.4tillion pre-school children whose parents

Work; 23% are children of single parents. '13f this number only 1.3 million,, -

are in t licensed or approved day -care center, Head Start Program or family

day-care home and approximately 1.7 million get informal out-of-home care.

In addition, there are 4.7 million children aged 3-5 who are in pre-schobl ,

programs, public kindergarten privatenursery, three quarters of which

are part.-.day: Of all pre-school children in the county 79% of the 5-year-
-

olds are in a pre-school program, 38% of the 4-year-olds and 20%-of'the

three-year-olds. Because of the traditional separation of day-care and

pre-school programs mentioned earlier, these programs are neither mentidoed

or considered as part.of -the day-care scene or as having the potential tor,

helping to solve the, roblemlbecause we still hold to the idea.of day care

as somehow a service related to the poor. This has been reinforced by the

amendmentSto the Social Security Act in 1967 which provided unlimited

f/nds for day care and for AFDC-eligible 1 pare/6S when Federal Interagency

Day Care Requirements were-drafted. The passage of Titae Kk of the

1,Assistance to Families with Dependent Children.
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Social Security Act making theFIDdlaw has drawn attention tO the day...4.-

care issue as nothing had done before in, hist'OrY1 People who care have

'.tfr an uripre&qtented opportunity to become involved with advocacy organizations that

.are now pressing legislators and governmental officials for change.

The fact must le fac6d that, day care is a political issue at two levels:
/

political in the sense of legislation being proposed, coalitioneing formed
%.

( ,

- lobbying, votihi, funding, etc.; but also political in the,sense of society

shaping its values as it balances its-interests and decides how it should 1.4.ve.
.

It touches our most basic ideas about alternative ways of raising children;.

of being parents.and of forminglipmilies. On the political as well A,s professional

level there must be much discussion, debate,nd political give and tare,

dealing with all aspects of day care.4
- ,

We must face up to the fact that day care is a necessity. Changing expectations

of woman's roles combined with the economic needs 'of many families, will

continue to .swell the numbers of mothers who work. Children and their

immediate families are the primary victims of an economic system that

requires or encourages mothers to work without offering child care services;'

but ultimately the whole society suffers the consequences rising from a,

lack -of quality chilsi care'-for ypung children.

Day care must be removed from its link with welfare and social deviancy,

since in our society services thus linked are inexcusably substandard. ,Day

care must not be seen just as a device for solving the welfare problem but

shquld be
w
vailable to working -class and middle-class mothers (probably,

On 4. sliding fee scan) and to families in general who choose to use day

careqts they make other/ family choices and not as an indication of problem

.states. DV.care must become'a.normal'part of the social scene and not be seen

as a "benevolent" service to certain categories of families.
OPA

Day care and the future of the amily aFe.closely linked. We must be ca ful
P1,

not to bureadcrafize and institutional ize an'e;pert-dominate.d. syatem sof
.

day care. 1t must be formally, committed to strengthening the family by
1

having patentailay a dominant role Zn any day care program, There must

'be Albstantial and purposeful. interaction between day-care services and

the pa is usiRg them. 11-14.s means that day care should'be expanded
. .

. .
, .

1-111*ffl5. responsible,hti.t parents can be involved and responsible -,an1 until sufficient

time is given t4 training day-care staff ,Time must be.allpwed for appropriate
. ,

*

2 Federal.Inter-AFelD,4,y-Care Reiuirementt.
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A '-evaluation of the effect of a variety of programs on children and families

Q,41. -.0" who Ase them.

Day care must be more than custodial as it has tended to be in the past.

It must be developmental and educational as well avproviding adequate

,

health and safety measures.

Begause day care centers are most visible, 'there is a tendency to think

of day pare as being center..based,all other'forms being ignored ,or thought

of as poor substitutes. Many ways of providing care need to be explored

and implemented, and a variety of systems and coMbination of facilitir

and arrangements made available. Much attention and organizational effort
. _

should go into family day-.care hpmes and systems that include family day
.

care with other public and - or private child -care arrangements.

AlOng wiih day care we should be looking at many changes necessary to

support and encourage new child rearing patterns, new roles for women

and genuine family and 'child centeredness. There should be more flexibility

in our present economic system so that child rearini can be shared by mothers

and fathers and so mothers can work part time or share4jobs as well $

r s
other ways of paring careers avoiding to stages in family life. Institutions

such as the neighborhood. school should be looked to for the possibilities

it offers fora variety of day care programming as well as a place for offering

other support services t'o the families /ho no longer have the .41iipport of

the extended faMily. This is not to say that the school system should

necessarily administer the programs (..e. pr-natal classes, well-babYr-clinics,

parent-toddler programs, day care, etc.) but rather -that the facility,' as

space becomes more and more avqjlable, be used by the various existing

agencies Scattered over a city, to bring to one cose-by, familiar setting

the servicesservices necessary to the health and well-being of4families.

While day care is but one service needed to support and strengthen families,

it is one of the'fflott vital
;
and one that we must find-a way or ways'improve

and expand'if we are committed to the future of children, "their families

an4 society.

.0
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DAY CARE: THE DISCUSSION

4J SEPH FAMIGLIEfTI and FRAN SOLIN, Rapporteurs1

- / 4
Note: The moderator proposed that the discussion follow the sequence indicated

here, from Nposes to iffiplementation. The participants left largely
to the rapporteurs, however, the task of arranging their ideas in a

logical order.

Elements of the Day-Care Issue

The problem of Valies:

What is good child development? 'What is lacking?
Independence and freedom to be reconciled with cooperativeness and

- responsdbility A
What are the ideals and the needs of the adults' well-being?

What types of mother -role and father-role should day care facilitate?
What differences should the socio-economic levels of parents make?

The problem of j4lannin:

' What pre-school age-span should be provided for?
How can we build upon the existing cultural patterns and social insti-

tutions?

What cultural and social forces are changing the needs to be met?
Should day care favor cooperation,among neighborhood parents? involvement

of all ages of adults? professional personnel?

The problem of standards:

What standafds shOuld be setfor care and educ/atton? ,What standards for
the training of the adults in charge?

Who should set tht standards?
How should they be enforced?

Incentive grants?
Certification of personnel?
Accreditation of centers?

'The prbblem of financing:

What costs should be borne by,pafents? the local community? the State
government? the national government?

a

Of' ,the many indices that measure a society's ability to survive, commit-
ment to its, children's health and developme4 is primary. It has been recog-
nized nationally that -Major problem for many American familiet is the

4
1: University of Washington graduate students in ChilcrWelfare

(Gradaate Schoorof Social Work) and in Educational Psychology,
respectively.
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necessity of finding ,soW form of organized child care when there are insuf-

ficient resources 46 pbrchase it.
2 A national conference concluded in 19713

) that "America's families, and their children, are in trouble,' The source of

the trouble is nothing less than a national neglect of children and those
primarily engaged in their carea America's parents. (p. 252) Our national
rhWEoric,notwithstanding, the StRuaI pattern of life in America today is such

that children and families come las.t. (p. 10)" - 1?

The two discussions addressing this issue took place on March 31 and

April 7; 1977. The group was small but diVerse. The participants included

language instructors, students of child welfare policy,..members of the French
comMlinity in Seattle, representatives from government. agencies currently ad-
ministering policies involving .young children, public and private school

teachers, students of early child care, a librarian, and a professor of edu-

cational psychology.

Values underlying child=care institutions

Prof. Abraham Keller (U.W. Faculty; Languages) - There-are two strains of .

thought on the subject of whoM institutions are to serve: boej the

institution exist as a benefit for parents, or as a benefit for the

child? Shouldn't the emphasis be on the latter? ould you explore

thtS question in the ,light of Europeamwerience?

Martha Darling - In France, for instance, the ecole maternelle has classes
set for certain hours to fit children's educational needs. The faciolity

I.S.available, however, in early, late, and noon hours for families whoSe
children need longer care; there is A fee for P-tra hours. In Scandi-

navia, these purposes are incorporated all together.

Keller - What has research shown to be the effect of these institutions on

children? 4

Darling - Studies are v*Ty difficult to con4uct on this problem. No studies

are'currently regardeds conclusive. Follow-up is lacking. Whet does,

show up, however, is that children who have had kindergarten experience
are more comfortable tp'the group at first; they ad4ust better in the

-short term, but these differences fade out at the end of the first year.

The parents' roletas seen and determined la societ

Joseph Famiglietti (Graduate student inChil Welfare) - What is the extent of
parental participation and control in ese institutions?

Darling - Very little except in the U.S. (Angl -Saxon model). None at all fn

France and Belgium. There is no emphasis on participation, volunteerism.
In the Scandinafvian model, it varied. Some encourage parental participa-
tion with just 0 little success. The parents work at hard and grinding.

joBS. there issometimes no interest, and they are too tired to go'to'
meetings.

2. Toward a National Policy fo Children and Families, Washington, D.C.,

National Academy of Scien es, 1976, p. 77.

3. Report to the President: White House Conference on Children,
Washington, D.C;, U:S. Government Printing Office, 1971.

4. Although some of these quotes are paraphrases, the rapporteurs have
tried to reproduce faithfully the'gist of the discussion. .
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Prof. Howard Nostrand (U.W.,Faeulty; Languages; Analysis of culture) - Should
parents be brought in? Should child 1 be professionalized?

Lane Burden (11.W. Sshool ofliSocial Work, Codtdinator, Project on Women and
k Mental Health) - There is the queptionof different values. If children

are seen as property of parents, as in this cquntry, parents won't re-

Darling - In the,Scandinavian model, there is a large interest in future citi-
zens, so more responaibilLby is, granted to the state as a partner in the
upbringing of children.' So in France. There is:a aoncern, especially in

_ Scandinavia, that children, as citizens of the" future, 'must be given equal
opportunity in society. The Socialists have the greatest commitment of
IV to Ois viewpoint.

.

Question In, terms of these arrangethent's, what about the respongibility of
/parent to child; haw is this'yiewed? Is the parent seen as shirking?

Darling - No. It is accepted that society must share the burden df child
4

rearing.

Government rights and control

Keller - To account for su/h differences, is it a question of trutt of state

-programs?

Darling - It is a question of the acceptance of the role of the state in such
matters: In the U.S., we have a nciltion of individualism, coming perhaps
from the/Origin& of ocal government `in, the town meeting, the notion of

'pulling oneself up by the bootstraps. There au fundamental differences
in(poiiitical philosophy:

. Models o f child-cars sand their-his4tdr1%,

Helg(Pollack (letace4-, Southtown Presq,hool and Kindergarten) - Day care arose
Later in European muntries, out .of need for mrly childftod ed cation.
It hasl trust equal to that of public school. 6

,

Darling 1 'the first icipdergartena arose in isolated, poor areas. Froebel and
. ...

Montessori attempted to compensate for disadvantaged living conditions,
to enrich'the experience .6f poor children. Then people began toNEsk; if

4. . i.,,E is 4414 for the pobr, why not ,the middle class? There was a boom after
ehe war. . )

Technical, questions: .cost training, schedulin g'

question - What does good day care cost per child?

_... ,
Darlirig - It is very expensive, but they feel an 4vestment is made. 80% ofDarling

i

money 'pent on child care goes to salaries, yet workers are still grossly
underpaid. ,

1 ""'N.

Question-r How much funding support is public, how much private in the various
model*

Darling - In the U.S., 90% of f unding is private. The L.S.1, is hung up on the
N

standards prOblim; who ,shourd set them? This problem is resolved in Europe.

Question When the state trains personnel, does this ensure that the product
is always the same?
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Darling - Training is quite differentiated, here ere many institutions,

philosophies, prpcticums. The result is not standardized.

Nostran4= This changes what I thought professtonal education would do.

Darling - Yes, it establishes a floor of competence, but it takes difference's

in teaching and learning style's into consideration..

Question - What about swing shifts? Twenty -four hour care, etc.?

Darling - Family'day care fills this need. Training is carried out for FDC

homes also. They are part of the larger system.

Question - Is what you spoke of'iri'each country'largely just the urban situ-

ation? What about the rural communities?
.

Darling - 80% enrollment in day care is the national average; the rural average

is less. In Scandinavia, they are experimenting in sparsely populated
`areas with the mobile .unit, offering pre-school activities. In agricul-

tural areas the need for care is not so great. There is some busing to

centers occasionally.

More questions of value

Nostrand - If research shows that it doesn't make much difference up to age

three what kind of care the child gets ...

Darling - Research doesn't show the difference. There are too, many variables,

too difficult, to,control. The quality,of care does vary. For instance,

in France, in the working-Cfassipreas outside the cities; where workers
are well organized, there is agitation for better creches; where there
exists more socialist organization, tho agitation for better care is

greater.

Values and influence on policy

-_Nat Gross (Washington State'Office of Program Planning and Fiscal Managemerit) -

What just5fication was used to grant parental leaves in Scandinavia?

Darling - Policie§' came out of trade unions and barga.liing with employers. The
r.

basic equality of the sexes was government policTrwith Social Democrats.

-.Antoinette Wills (NEH - Seattle Project) - I'm curious, about your statement

that. the U.S. has no .family policy. What would it take to make the U.S.

have' one?

Darling - The only family policy we have now is trough weltare,. which is

highly stigmat,i.aed. If the federal govei-nment took over welfare, then
the states could devote more resources to child care. The states newit.

to get out from under the burdens of welfare costs and administration.
Welfake reform would do much for child-care policy.

Que'stion -.Are you involved with the child care legislation of Haley? This

would use public-school facilities as day care centers.

'Darling - This 'does not mead that the same people woulde running both. It

IC refers 'to the use of buildings.
4

Exchanges of information and international research

Nostrand - Research is a good thingto trade. Is

in child care among countries?

36L-
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Dailing - There s much applied knowledgeof child growth and development, of
. education and facilities. But little 'internalional cooperation is done.

- In the U.S. researchers ask the questions, 'not the people who ran
the program's. I would argue less for research than for gathering infor-
mation to see'what could be,done. Research is.often ajlelayrng tactic.

- A note on paprating skills for teenagers and.contact with'young,
. children. The Swedes have done muCh work in eliminating sex stereotypes,

to create equal 'opportunity for all children.
- U.S. pbrents are over-read, over-studied, over-theoried-- confused..

The French don't read so.much about child rearing, perhaps because the
previous generation is still the providing some tradition, and somez

H. Nostrand - I'd like to say it wasn't a problem of over-reading but one of
a deficiency of thinking. Farenting should be given a great deal of
thought-- perhaps as part of the humanities, too?

This ended the discussion for the first series. By and large, the con-
cerns of this session were twofold.: parental authority versus the state's
participation in child rearing, and funding and policy decisions which might
affect the organization of child care in this country.

The second .eaker, Margaret Sanstad, raised the issues of the pressing
need for a coherent child -care program, and provided a brief history of the
separate roots of early childhood education and of day care in this country.
As in the first address, an analysis of current conditions is made through
a study of the past,"and of the values and-philosophy underlying the present.

,Funding for child care services in the Unite(States

Question,7.How are we to get industry and business to provide child care ser-
liTtEs, since they are the ones to.benefit from the increased labor force?

Sanstad - It has been useas a bargaining tool by labor, Rartieularly in
Europe.

Nostran0 - A problem with funding by businesses -would be transportation.

Darling - One alternative is that slots-may be purchased in the neighborhood
of the families by business, rather than business getting into'actually
providing the services.' Another is that business-..raxes could be fun-
nelled into child care; "(his won't happen. A major problem with financing
by business is that the 'child may become She pawn; all parents are not
employed; work changes. Continuity of care isdifficult to maintain
under these circumstances. Also, it is not a stable basis for financing..
The total fragmentation of the child care -community runs counter to this
solution.

Pro:. Rose McCartin (U. W. Faculty; educational Psychology) - The Russdll-
Sage report details several alternatives for industries to contribute to
child care. Some involve job sharing And leaye for parents of sick
children.

Innovation in child care,

Burden - What i$ the ideal in child care A-nangements?

Sanstad - For society to shoulder some of the burden of child care. /t is an.,
impossible task, especially for single pareArs. There are several new
ways to give support systems to ,arents. For instance, the ose of
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neighborhood school buildings for such programs' as parent-toddler classes,

co-op nurseries., well child.clinics, classes teaching parenting skills,

opportunities 'for, elementary-age children to work with prewhoolers.
F'

Question'- How would elementary children work with preschoolers?

*.SanstJad - There is an excelleint curriculum developed for this purpose, to be

used with the, teachers' Exploring'Childhood.

Nostrand - It is'l good way to interest the community in young children, and
a good way for elementary children to develop a taste.for younger children.

#

Darling - This sppeareto be an artificial discussion. We are trying to re-
create a natural Yearning situation which has been lost with -smaller fam-

ilies. In larger families of the past, older siblings were placed daily
in such a relationghip with younger children.

Question 6 H do we fund these arrangements? '

Sanstad - It 4,s true that many of us have a reluctance to hand the control of
these preschool programs over to the public schools, since their record
is not so favorable. One altefnative is to fund local, groups, not the

schools.

A pfrticipant - This would be in support HB811, Haley's Bill, mentioned
last week, to use existing schools, tb renovate them for new purposes.

Darling - Some programs do exist in the communities which move in that direc-
tion, for instance those involving older ,People.

Sanstad - Urie Bronferbreftner, a ,,prom/inent child psychologist, recommends

that society view the child as part of 'a Larger community, and that

child care provisions reflect' this view.

Nostrand - This'may be said for old people also.

Sanstad - Yes. Instead, old people are often frightened of .their communities;

their homes are bastions to protect themselves.

Relative roles of children, families, and government

Burden - What is the relationship of the issue of child-care to children's

rights?

Darling - I detest the "children's rights" issue. It places children.and

parents n an adversary relationship. The issue is rarger than definirig

rights -- although in this country,-"ri4hts".is a prevalent viewpoint to

take on such matters. tt is rather an issue of families' rights to
. assistance, and of the mutual obligations of famildhes and the state.

Gross - In,a sense, children and parents are Put in an adversary relationship.
The family is a target of soft and hard sells by the TV-- witness the
Saturday morning persuasion in which children are pitted against parents
by advertising. Ho* can industry and other institutions play a role?

Darling - They can change the way people work th'ire, by solving problems of
scheduling rigidity. The corpcitationa= needs,are the eight-hour work

. .

day, which has determined school scheduling.

Nostrand - We have the opportunity to exploit the American tendency to flex-

- idelity. Individuals are more synchronized in Europe.

Darling - We value pluralism and choices yet there are no real choices. We

need alternatives, if.we are to be'free to chotrise.. The free market can't

'provide social utilitiei7- we found this out with public schools.
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McCarttlp - We must attempt to provide supports, to get families back to the.

place where horxid.things don't happen.
.

Sanstad - We must develop local planning bodies, community organizations.

Gross - To focus upon our own state in terms of financing-.- can government

be trusted? We have money. Could we redirect higher education monies

to preschools and element5ry schools? lie choice is already made to
fund higher education, and continuing education, rather than children.

Nostrand - Perhaps this is a question of who has the vote?
1 r

Gross - Yes, we prefer to educate adults rather than children.

Nostxand - Foreign language educatiou, for instance, comes too late.

Gross - In view of th't research in early child development, why is the-re no
money in early years?

George Behan (Seattle University, ikult,Education) - Ther are no eighteen-

month-olds lobbying. -vr

Darling - Despite this fact, the funds will not go to ild care, because, we

as a society do not accept the premise that we ould Spend for child care.

Sanstad - Perhaps the feminist movement may in some respects cause changes in
this premise as more men tike on child - rearing responsibilities.

Darling - Let me offer here % facecious suggestion: in order to fundearly
childhood educatiOn, let us alfolish the twelfth grade. In each marriage

dissolution, let us give custody of the children to the father.

A

Concluding remarks

Darling - We operate within a vacuum of values. We claim to treasure mothers

and children; but we don't think'about their liVing conditions. We act

as if the "free market" works for mothers; at doesn't work for parents
who desperately need decent care and support for their families, and it

doesn't work the schools, 'either. We have no values, and any we may

have are nega e and one-Sided with respect to the sexes.

Sanstad - The Carnegie Council for Children, directed,y Kenneth Keniston, has
written a noteworthy publication on the work ethic. The work ethic is

viewed as a burden, not a value, decreasing- the value of children. It

values diligence and discipline, essentials for a cognitive and techno-

logical society. It demeans our esteem for human qualities, caring

about each other. Are wei,, however, movfng into a period of transition?
Perhaps the human potential movement, and the interest in Eastern reli-
gions suggest a swing of the pendulum towards "human" values.

Gross - Is there any work done on physicians working with pregnant mothers?

Anything cohesive?

Sanstad - Some spott'y attempts.

Darling - In Europe the concern is not necessarily narrowly'with parenting,
4 but as part of a general family health policy; there are free mother-

,

child cli,nics. But in this country, ,the prevailing macho-American style

survives: a'voman, b5by in one arm, pulling up on bootstrap with the

other.
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BICULTURAL EDUCATION

Pktil McRILL, Goordinator of Foreign-
/

Language Programs in the Seattle Public
Schools, earned the Ph.D. in Spanish at
the U. of Colorado. He taught there and
at Ohio State, then served as Foreign-
Language Supervisor for the Jefferson
County (Colorado) Public Schools from
1958 eo 1964. A visitor from the U. of

Washington Romance faculty was so im-
pressed with his-achievement that he was
invited to be an AsSistant Profess in

that Department, where he directed from
1965 to'1969 the Washington Foreig
' anguage Program of the Ford Found tion.
In his present position, he initiated
the district's program in English as a
Second Language, and its first bilingual
.educatiqn,which now includes programs
for 2,000 native speakers of fifty lan-

,,,guages, added to the high-school courses
r in nine languages,

Or

711,:v -c-

\

4011ST RABURA

PAUL McRILL

HORST RABURA, an exchange teacher from
Germany, was invited fib the U. of Wash-
ington where he is Associate Professor
of Germanics. He hat directed NDEA

teacher-trairying institutes in the U.S.
and in Germany, and has served is nation-
al director of the Experienced Teachers
Training Program., During the 1970's'he
has been shuttling between Seatrgie and
Bonnibs director of a large project-spon-
sored by the Ministry of Education of the
Federal Republic of Germany. He was -
charged to design a currAculmm for teach-
ing GerMan to the children of all the main
ethnic groups of "Guest Workers" in grades
5 through 9, as well -as vocational students.
The result, Sprich mit uns: (Mupill, 1975)
combines books, picture cards, transpar-
encies, puppets, tape drillsT-readers,
language gam and glossaries for Turkish,
Greek, Spanish,_,Serbo-Croatian:
and Portuguese learners, plus- 32 films
and movies.,
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THE EDUCATION OF LANGUAGE MINORITIES IN SEATTLE

V
PAUL McRILL,

ti

The title of this talk suggests a broader 8overage than I am prepared

to give. What I gill be talking about is public education in grades Kinder-__ _

-garten through twelve--no adult education,nd"-colleges and universities,

not privatenchools, church schools, Saturday schools, commercial schools,

community schools, or any of several other educatibnal ventures. All are

important, but I don'et know enough about them, and I have only twenty minutes.

"Let me begin by reciting some facts and numbers. After that, I will

offer some historical'perspective, some interpretations.of what is happening

and why, and some speculation about the near, and distant future.
411P

Currently, some 60,000 students attend public schools in Seattle, a

number that decreases year by year. A little more than 5,000 of those

students have a primary or home language other than English. That number

grows year by year.

Among the 5,000 students, about fifteen hundred speak only a limited

amount of'English--or no English at all. The other 3,500 range in language

facility from about equal, use of their two languages to virtually 100%

English-speaking.

The 5,000 students include, in;ound numbers, 1100hose primary

language is one dialect or another of Chinese, 800 whose home language is

P- hilipino (mostly Tagalog, Ilokano and Visi.yan), 365 Korean, 300 Vietnamese,

500 Spanish, 400 Japanese, and 200 Samoan. The remaining studenp have_jout

forty difTerent language backgrounds. In each language, they number.from

one student to several dozens.

Although some people think of the whole 5;000 aa "foreign-born,"
t I

great many of them were born in Seattle, or in some other part of the

Ilnited States. Whatever their origins or citizenship, all of them are

enrolled in the Seattle Public Schools to be educated. The question Lp

how to do it.

The approximately 3,500 students whose English ranges from,equate

to excellent are, for. the most part, enrolled in ordinary school programs.

Some have academic problems and are getting remedial assistance; some .peed

remedial programs and are not yet getting them; some are straight-A students;
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most are about average.

All but a few of the other 1,500 are in special, programs for students

of limited English-speaking ability. At minimum, this means a period or so

per day of special instruction in English as a Second Language (always

abbreviated to ESL). .The students whoget only this minimal program fall

into two categories--those whose native language is so rare in Seattle that

no bilingual staff or tutors can be found to help them, and those speaking
P'

more common languages but who exist it such small groups in so many schools--

that we can't find enough bilingual staff to cover all the places.

For the - "bigger" languages--Cantonese, Spanish, Vietnamese, Tagalog,

ilokano, Samoan, Korean, Mandarin, Japanese-4bil.ingual teachers and para.-

professionals provide classroom instruction in schools where concentrations

of studens exit.,.

The bilingual instr..ction isn't exact the same in all schools, but

the differ.-no pr,!grams nave two elements in common--subject matter taught

in tne native language, and ESL classes. Bilingual instructors use the

native language to. help stunts learn their basic subject matter because

the students cou2dn't do it in English at this ta.ge. The bilingUal teacher

may also teacn ESL, asually this is don'e by an ESL specialist whose

native langaage is English.

:ost bilingual instruction also includes culturl_content specific

to the ethnic group who constitute the nucleus of the program--festivals,

music, dance, food, crafts, and so on. In many cases, students from other

ehtnio groups take part in these cultural experiences, and, in some schools,

they have the opportunity to learn a new language.

All together, there are now. forty-three bilingual programs in twenty-
,

eight schools:- In-these and other schools, there is also bilingual tutoring,

done by hourly-paid people from the community. This activity is much sore

limited in scope and quality than the prOfessionally-staffed programs.

Tutors, to the extent that they are available, work with one or more students
41i

for two or three hours per day. Their ma.in purpose is to help the Students

with their school subjects. Tutoring is done in about"twenty languages. At

present, about 100 tutors are WPorkinv: There would be more TT we could get

them--with the right languages, and r,dx `yo work where they are needed.
:/

In some schools, and for some Languages, there are special counseling

services available to students and parents. This is a branch of program
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service-that is growing and will continue tOlgrOw for 'several ears.ars.

Next year, nine new bilingual instruction centers will be established.

The District will provide free transportat fQr students who are willing

to transfer to a center. This looks like our most effective strategy for

making bilingual instruction available to all,'or nearly all, studentsvwho

need it. As it is now, the students are found. in almost every school in the

District, mostly in extremely smal. groups. Even schools that have larger

numbers of students in one or two language groUps also have a small scattering
. -

of students who speak other languages. It seems an impossible task to_put

full-time staff, or even part-time tutors, in every location where they are

needed.

Also, for next year, the activities of translation and interpretation

will be greatly expanded. The District has a legal obligation, as well as a

simple necessity, to,communicate with parents and students in the languages

best known by them.

One of the continuing limitations on the effectiveness of bilingual ,

programs is imposed by the lack of teaching materialT designed for such

programs. Only in Spanish is there a significant stock of teaching materials

for different subjects at different grade levels, and even in Spanish-the'

supply is insufficient. Consequently,much of the bilingual teacher's time

and energy is devoted to creating the necessary materials. Troblem

is ever solved, the colt Of bili,ngual schooling will be signifiltntlylreduced.

These facts summarize the immediate situation in Seattle's public.

schools, but now did.we reach thi ;point? What are the rnfluenCes at work?

Where are we headed?
101 -40,

Historically, Seattle has shal-ed in the rends AtnoUght and behavior

that have been apparent teoughoutthe country/ First, there was the melting-

pot concept, which ruled almost undisputed th?Ough most Of our history, until.'

well after World War II. The es "nbeoT t tis iuea.-*ts in: the perception _of

the USA as an English- speaking c try.The duty of every immigrant--indeed,

the ddty of every inhabitant--was to conform to the Anglo-American standards

of good citizenship. These standards included not only t14 use of the English

language, bat also the avoidance of any other language: It was acceptable to

study French or Spanish as a foreign language, but the use of one's native

Polish or Japanese,in everyday activities was viewed with suspicion, disapproval,.

or contempt.

4rt
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instructionAs late at the.sixties, any special instruction for Seattle udents

)
who could:not.speak English was labeled "Citi;ens4ip elates" or "English .

N

for the Foreign-Bbrn." This must have been a little bit disconcertingfor

thoe Chinese speakers who had been borri on Beadon Hill, or those Spanish'
o. .

speakers 1410 same from Yakima. But, for.the most part, language minorities
f

acceptedNthe prevailing ribtPon that to be alood American meant speaking.

'
English; and all that went with it. u

J
. .-

The climate of thought began'to.change signifin3antly during the fifties

.

and sixties ith ,the visible growth of ethnic pride. A first, this change
. .

involved mo young people, and their political and social views were
.

seen by the-i more conservative parents as quite radical and alarming.
. .

Our first. attempts at bilingual education in Seattle (years before
4
the Zupreme Court gavillegal force to the Idea) were met by,,mixed reactions

from 1-anguage-minorili parents. Most of 'Chose who responded to our

qUestionnaires were en<UsiastiC about having ter-quality ESL-instruction.

They'were pleased that 'the tei7s recognized and honored theil- native

cultures, but most rejected the Suggestion that the native lanOtages be
6

used in the classroom 'Sy students and teachers.
ma

"_'hough most parent gradually changed their/mints about this,. the Q
..0..

E.ssential'Concerns-o,f languageLmnot=ity parents haye not changed through
--,, e

the years. They are exactly tales same as the.concerns of Enlish-speaking
4

parents. 'Parents f what-ever language group want their children to learn

as much a's possible, tcrg4t good- grades, to be accepted' socially, to be.
qv .

.

,pre aced for college orbwell-paid employment s411F high school. They want'

A , .

succ d happiness for then- sons and daughters. .

' Oa
. e ,

. pe feet ynormal, desire has always been 7allicompanied by some urges

that vere, in r_onflic it wth each other,opecially during the times when the
.

melting-pZiidea'wap the only a,ccef)table one. Parents vented to be good
.

7American4, andyet
.

tirey wTnted their language and their tlIstoms to survive

in their children. Even today, qome parents believe that patriotism requires
1.

up the ancestral culture. The cultural tig -of -war often, causes
.

.

families otbsPlit, apart, One effect of'the new ideas andethe new education
.

.
.

is to make it-easier for the generationsdfo stay togethpr--/literally and t
,

,

..

philoS
Ili

oOlically. -. .

. -

In tnp estats'O'shed larger commlaity,'including both Anglo-Americans
I

and some ethnic r norities, there ark some stronglreservations about
.

,

. .

. , '
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programs. Foreigh-lp.riguage-teachers favor traditioAa

bilingual education, and a continuing affection for the melting Pot.

Differences of opinion about these matters lead to some division into,

,' factions within ethnic communities, especially divisions between old

poptaations and new immigrants of the.same cultural origins. A great'

'many Anglo,AmericaniNstill believe that the first dlity of language

' minorities is ,to learn gaglish, and thus get on the 'rOtOlCtO becoming

good Akericans. They sharply question the propriety of ,pending extra
fp- .

money for ,special school programs. Some of the better -established ethnic

minorities, bx now fPeaTtlagonly English, .have. roughly the same attitudes.

Frequently, someone from the latter group telephones my office to

make an angrAtatement: The-stateMeht usually boils down to thiS: "I

didn't speak Engli when 'I came here forty years ago; nobody ddd anything

special)for me; and see how,irgll I turned out." Sometimes, the seParation

bet'Weeh the old and thvelt.pasotaer rat es. Somet#es the "old"

residdnt eels that his hard,tot,America7 s idalithrtatened by school'

program l'iat, flaunt the old languagg and tri old Ways. Sometipmes,
J 4

there is the-tear (occasionallyjustifiedY'that the school program, will /

t

t. \ :

luMp the-new immigrant the the .Sea'ttle-born child together witnout taking
. N..- \

into accbuArthe real differences in their.sftuations and needs. ---
.., -

The P of' people in-the educationl establishment vary
.....ft

,./--.

considerably, *t they tend tO:coAcide:with.the conservatism of the
f

larger communitk. Cote added dimension to the educator's; 'i'eservations
.

94

about-bilingual \eduCation is the frequentfY-expregsk fear that' time
,

11.1
de-vdted-to special.prograte'willdtdract from the stUeltnt!s learning ,of

-,, / .

. n?
' the "basics." Thiifear persists, no matter how many times it laVproven '.

s.
to be groun ess. ^Still,at least in eattle aid a few offer placps;

I.

, teachers and admi f-Strators,have become dramaticeilly'more' supportive of
,

,

bilingual educatio in the ,last five years. A I A

iir.

:

,

pant oethe education estabI4ohment is a notable exception to
cli ll

tit pr= conservatism. Those edubators inthe areas of foreign
,

language d linguiStics'are mostly strong supporters f:bilingual
e a

gram models
. -

involving both the lengllage-minority.and En lis/h4domi apt -stuaents.

4 The see, bilingual instruction as a vehicle for recip peal teaching, a
_ t I 4

force toe ifftexculturall understanding. Ling is rd teftd to be. fasc pated

by the. theories and t hnicalitiesidf second language acqUisitio , and
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: to see-thebilingual classroom as it research lab.

Until recent times, government was a force in bilingual education
A

only by.virtue of its indifference to the whole, question, or its prohi-

bitions against teaching in any language but English. During the 1960's,

1p
the Federal and some state governments began to .inact legislationprpmoting

bilingual education. The legislation rested almost exclusively on the

,assumption that bilingualism is a disadvantage, or that it causes social

and academic damage,that must be remedied. Government programs are essentially

remedial programs.

Tie Supreme Court both strengthened and confused the, governmental

role in'- bilingual education by its decision in the ease of_1,au vs. Nichols

in 1974. The Court ruled that the San Francisco Unified Scliftol District

viplated the civil iiets ofs.Chinese-speaking students by requiring

them to attend schools with a curriculum accessyble only to speakers' of

English. The Col.trt did not prescribe bilingu 1 instruction- -nor any
.

other specific remedy--but said that the-sch of district must give special

.help to the students ft that they could effe ively particilatein the
,e

school program.

Thu,the Court pl-aced a substantial legal foundation under the

,,,concept of,"disadvantagedness" as it relates to sivudents whose langua

4
i

is notdEnglfsh. At the same time, ittnarrowed the definition of i

disacivantagc, so,nhat it became almost exclusively a matter of pr ificien y

in English.

1 /
in RffeCt, this means that both the Congress and the Department of

.Health, Education and Welfare ale committed to the support and enforcement

of nothing beyond transirnal prograMs, that is, programs that terminate

s.t,soon as the student can "effectively participate" in the English-language

curriculum.

Generally speaking, Aderal and state funds granted for the support

of bilingual programs ar6 surrounded by guidelines intended to discourage

any of the broader purposes of bilingual education. The money must be

spentoostly or exclusively on students who are very limited in their

command of English. These students must be present in large numbers

grantbefore a grant can be considered. Lastly, program evaluations, to

41 Th cate success,r mst ihdw that students are making progress toward

remedying the "deficiencies" that made them eligible for the program.

.
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In a 1976 Report tolle Congress, the-Comptroller General roundly

criticized the:BilinguaLEducation Office for many perceived failures- -

among them, a:tendency toward the support, of maintenance programs, that
4s

is, programs intended to maintain the.first language and its culture.

I have very mixedemotions about governmental influence on the

course of bilingual education. On the one hand, I List recognize with

gratitude the.f4t that many thousands of students are benefitti'ng from

speciarpitograms that might never nave existed without governmental

intervention. I also recognize that the government does not prohibit

programs that exceed the bare legal requirements.

On the other hand, the fact that government does not support such

programs is in itself very damaging. 'We have seen in tIA past what

governmental indifference can do. To say that local districts are free

to exceed the requirements is 41IL ignore the most basic facts of school

finance. It is very expensive to. meet even the miniA requirements of

the law.
*

At present; the Seattle -School.District.is going beyond the legal'

minimUm, because we see grander purposes in bilingual education than

mere remedying of deficiencies. We see positive'values in fostering the

pre$41;a04.4.on of our languages and culture*: We see positil(e values in

the involvement of English-speaking st4dent.

We may find it impossible to continue in .01 g th when the State

of Washington assumes full financiaa responsibilir'public schooling.

Depending on the final outcome oZ.44h:e debate now in,progress inOlympia,

we may find it exceedinglOy_Cliffillt" to o even thp minimal
-

program

iS

.,

required'by federal law-.

Inany case, the American perception of bilingual, education seems

to me to.be moving toward a closer and cloSeiapproxinlation of the

definition given by the Courts Ind by HEW. This is probably inevitable,

but I'm sorry to see it happening.

When we come-4o -the time 144,44-Ttransitional,program.and thie
OC

remedial program,are t/e sum and'subSeancee'biiingual education, then
1

I think we Will find that we have jumped back intb the' melting pot.4.

AP lb
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HOW THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY TRIES TO SOLVE THE

PROBLEMS IN BILINGUAL ND BICULTURAL EDUCATION

HORST M. R BURR

wimosion*

Because of the so-called ecommic\miracle which took place during the
_

1950's, Germany, has needed more and mot;e workers for its industry. By

1973 there were officially about 3,000, foreign workers, in Germany:

Many had .brought their families and stn d fora period of one to ten years.

They came from all over Western Europe, But mainly from Turkey, Greece,

Speen, YugoslaNia, Italy, and Portugal. *his great number of foreign workers
, I

was completely new to the Germans and as such treated new problems for their

society. Socially these people were not accepted. However, the Germans

needed them for' their labor force.

Since the foreign Atkers are only temporarily in German*, they have

usually had little interest in being integrated or in adapting to German

culture. Manr,of them have come to Germany because they were not able to

make a living in their own countries. They game mainly to make money and

thus to improve theit standard of Iiiing at hOme. This represents a some-
.

what different situation from here,in the United States where members 4f

minority ethnic groups are here permanently. But it was somewhat different

for theichildren. .German law requires that all children living in Germany

must attend a German public schJel. The great ',21flux of foreign workers'

children into Germany confronted_Gerlin schools sith totally new problepp.
;

'There are presently over 350,000 foreign childre, of school age in-Germany.

This created utterly new problems -for the GermanAschools since 'hey had

.previously had no experience in dealing with largo numbers of foreim chil-

dren. In some sAaols, e.g., in Berlin, 60 - 70% of the school population

:..consisted of foreign children. The schools were not precared to cope with

this problem, mainly because no specific guidelines were in existence.

School authorities took three possible solutions for the education of

these chi/dren into consideration.

1. Special classes far foreign children with all of the instruction being

given in their native language (German was thus treated as a foreign language).

This meant children remaisedisolatea within their home culture.

2. Participation iii regular German classes. The result would be total,

integt lon into the Girlie culture with possible concomitant loss of their

home ciEture.

51.
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3. A prograh which assured a'bilinual and a bicultural education:. Instruc-
,

,
tion ip the mother tongue for the most important subject mhttef such as

.

social studies, natural Sciences, ,and instruction in German ash sedandlan-

silage and partisipletion in classes whefe the German language is not so
.

important such as huhic, art, 'and sports.

At first.grOat empilasiewas placed upon the second kin4 of program which

called'for a total integration int the German school system. Soon this idea

was dropped because ohildren werenot able to participate successfully in

the classroom situation --not only because of lack of proficiency,in German

but also because of their different educational backgrounds. The magnitude

of this difference is shown by the fact that a fifth grade educitio'n in _

Turkey is approximately equiValentup a third grade education in Germany.'

And parent ,resented the total immersion of their children in German gchooli

because they wereafraid their children would become strangetfis to their own

culture.

Finally in 1974/75 the idea of s-bilingual and a bicultural program

emerged. It was recognized that ?the, children are during the time of their
.

stay in Germany in a bilingual' and bicultural situation. Both within and

outside their families they were exposed to different lahguages and to

different codes of values and behavior. Children are in constant conflict

with the established codes of their home-culture and the codes oaf German

culture.' The adilts learn to deal with these discrdpancie's much more essi y

than their children because they have their cultural codes already fiqm1

established:' and are not4steadily exposed to conflicts as their children

are in school. We lound out that children tended to become bicultural as

soongas they'came to Germany and all the more sofas soon as they attended,a

German school. They adapted to the codes of both cultures very rapidly.

The question is whether ttihprocess is the result of formal education or a

normal natural deyelopment: We found that either the home of the child or

his attending a national school could inhibit this process. However, this

"depended greatly on the age level and, to what extent a child had already

emersed in the hate culture. ,Now the question arises as to what extent

this process can take place as a natural development and to what extent it

,can occur in a controlled educational program. The willingness to adapt, to
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the new culture is one 01 the.most important factorse This willingness
\

depends greatly on the length of the planned stay in Germany. Thit seems

to me the most significant difference between the problem of bilingual and

biculturl.education in Germany Is opposed to that of.in the United States.

However, there are similarities in the problems inv.olved. In dealing with

these problems we found that one can not become bicultural through learning

about another culture in a clasiroom or through books. A culture has to
,

..

1

be experienced -- a person has to live in the other culture; otherwise only

minimal information will be assimilated, but an understanding of theiothen

culture will not necessarily take place. The only thing a school can do

\is to try to preserve tHlikultural heritage. This applies mainly to chil-
\

lren who have been born and educatpd in a different culture. We have egEn
.

great difference in the cultural behavior of children of foreign-workers

w o.,tiave been born in Germany and that of children who have come to Germany

from their respective homelands. In spite of living with their families --
..

often, in a ghetto situation -- the children who were born in Germany and

liVed all of their childhood in Germany were not much different from German

chi dren. Children who started in the first grade had practically no

prob em in adapti o German schools and in coping with the school work.

.

rilikl

*Some ad even more d fficulties with the instruction in their native lan-

guage .

.0-

I was also found that the difference in the educational backgrounds,

as well as the social or family backgrounds and the attitudes toward learn-

ing Pia ed an important role in the progress of the individual child. Many

children in particular Turkish chilArei,' came from illiterate families Or

from li villages. They had sometimes a very limited vocabulary even--

in their language. Tests revealed that one could not expect THitt--othee

competence', in a foreign languagewou exceed the competence in their own

language. \

-The di ferences in the-language systems, sounds, and structures were

also distur ing factors. Little children had fewer problems in irking the ip

transition t German. In some instances we found that younger children who

had learned rman and had not been in tbeir home country for a considerable

length of I spoke .their native language with a German accent. 0..!Y

. Younger telt %home in .Germany sooner than older dies. The
k
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Oder,oneaat first had a much greater desite to return home becausr of ,

the sudden confrontation yith German life end culture. 'In addition', many

came from a low - incase class' and an entirely different social, stratum
V
which made it even more difficult to-gain access into German life and

society. In 'this case youth groups-And welfare organizations were of great

help. They established' recreational centers and clubs where foreign workers'

children coulddket children of other nationalities socially and receive help

in their .school work:

Special instruments fdrevaluation purposes had to be develo ed since

tests for measuring German children's achievements were not suitab for

this group. Special educational programs had to be established sin e the

existing school structure did.not make provision for the schooling c) these

children.

The Most,successful apd satisfaCtory program is one in which he sub-

ject matter is taught in Me different home languages and Derma is taught,

as a second language for about eight to fifteen hours per wee In this

Icurriculum a child can trans/Per into a nofinal German class n he feels

ready. In this way a gradual integration into the German. cl ss is assured.

This type of program not only required specially devel ped teaching

materials but also a specially trained teacher who not only hid tobe

qualified and trained to teach German as a second language ut who also

had to have an understanding of

a. the educational system of the different nationalities

b. the ways and standards of livinglp the different countries'

c. the ways and standards of living of the foreign families in Germany,

d. the special features of the different languages which could have an

influence-on the learning of German,

e. the stage of education of the individual child when it arrived in 'N

Germany, and

f. the problems -childrenpre confronted with in Germany.

.This brings me now to the work I did in Germany, i.e., the develtop-.

went of a language program and of materials for teaching German as a second

language to children of other mother tongues. The following comments are

based mainly on the situation inWest Germany. However, I believe some of

these recommendations can apply also to bilingual and bicultural prograys.

,t
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in the United state's.. 'Keeping all of the previously mentioned problems

in mind, I camitb the concluslon that these programs and materials must

necessarily go beyond the scope of the traditional concept of foreign

language teachinginasmuch as they must be adaptatle in method and content

to the needi and learning capability of the foreign child.

In other words, such language grog; ilms must take pinto account the

ages as well as the psychological and the socio - cultural background of the

.foreign children while simultaneously preparing them .- through an,abbre-

viated process --'for participation in the agular German educational system.

. Sucha program must be des igned to facilita 'te the foreign children's inte-

gration into German society and sc hools and at the same time permit the

students to retain their own cultural heritage and language. It is obvious

that experiences gained from past language programs which were developed

under different conditions may be considered useful only in a very limited

way.

In teaching Germanto foreign children it must be remembered that he

language cannot be learned in the usual way becaUse of a limited proficiency

in the native tongue. The second language muss assume responsibility for

decisive processes of socialization as well as identity and personality

development.

The aspired goal in the teaching of German to foreign children is not

so much their progress in working grammar but rather in the experience of

communicating. The children must, be given the opportunity of gathering

experience from their social situation and of confronting it. Language

must be challenged by the reality of living and must daily prove itself.

The-Language structure,, vocabulary, and strategies of speech which arise

from the environment' in which these children live must be incorporated into

such special programs of teaching German. ,Such a program Must, therelbre,

achieve two goals:

1. to teach the children such language as they depend upon in order

lo live and assert themselves An German society; '

2. to Lmpart to them the vocabulary which will en/Ale them to follow

instrueeion in normal classroom teaching in the va rious subjects.

The content of the program must take into consideration the social as well

as the more mediate collective needsof the children there. The content
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must not present the children with an unblemished image of an intact society,

but rather must evolve from within the chikd's environment. The subject

matter oust contribute to the solution of conflict situations which means

that the text must also suggest definite ways of conduct. A linguistic

basismust first be constructed before we can develop suitable linguistic

topics and from there proceed in planned learning stages.

In the planning of German language courses for foreign Childth great

care must be exercised. These language courses lust be taught simultaneously

with regular courses to avoid possible ghetto situations in schools which

would impede the integration process into the school systimiliila make accept-

ance of the foreign child by the German salent body more difficult. The

foreign children must be given the opportunity to'participate in such German

classes for which the knowledge of German ii not essential such as music,
r

phys25sa education, shop, etc. This insures that thevforeign child will

become familiar with ripe German school system; in addition any exposure to

German can AMnly be beneffitial to the actual learning of German.

Profes;or Hermann Killer of the University of Frankfurt/Main bas re-

marked very corrdctfy that the traditional concept of foreign lanikiage teach-

ing cannot be simply superimposed on the teaching of German to the children

of foreign workers. It is not sufficient to convey a language formally and

systematically according to the latest pedagogical insights and skills.

Rather, it is important'to consider the children's relationship to the

German language, their language attilittheir interest in communication,

their motivation, and their social situation.,

It must further be remembered that inmost cases the teacher has to

work with classes who are multi-national and at various age le4els, and that
4

most of these-children have little or no knowledge of German when they begin

the courses._,Evin their levelk 'of proficiency in their own native languages
4.

vary 'greatly with the educational system in their native countries and the

social strata to which they belonged there.

The non-homogeneous nature of the classes of foreign children mikes

it imperative that the classes be conducted exclusively in German. This

puts the emphksis on audio-yisual media. In addition to the textbook and

a

workbook with exercises, picture cards, transparent overlays, puppets,

tapes,/further such additional materials as reedit" books, language games
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and movies'for each'unit have been produced. As far as I khow this is the

most complete media package st present available, The Federal Government

of, Germany has appropriated, approximately three million DK for the develop-

mint of these materials and the eleven State, Ministriei of Education are .

sharing the production costs which amount to approximately the same sum.

In coftclusiOn I must say that the most important features of a success-

ful bilingual and bicultural program are the teacher and'the teaching

materials. And of course.the school authorities will have to take the .

necessary eOps -in order Wimpiement such a program. They will have to

. proiiide for the following:

1. The introduction of special language c lasses for the preparation

of successful participation'in regular classes. 4

2. The continuation of instruction in the second language after the

first integratiOn into a normal class until, the child ha's reached

the necessary level of proficiency.

3. Separate classes for instruction-in 'the mother tongue.
,

4. Development of special teaching materials and cuFricuium which

will prepare the children for instruction in the second language and

, the life in the new society.

5. Special training programs for teachers of children of minorities

and other ethnic groups. /

6. Making extra elp available for homework and tutorial work.

T. Development of special tests to determine the language proficiency

level.

8. OppotunitAt fot teaching small groups and for indiVidualized

instruction.

9. Language instruction according to age level and nationality.

10. Neces ary changes in order to accommodate the maids of the

foreign ldren.

Only if these essential steps are taken will we perhaps move toward a

uccessful program in bilingual and bicultural edudation.
e
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BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL EDUCATION

CONNIE M. SANCHEZJ Rapporteurl

Linguistics

Prof. H. Ondale (U. W. Faculty) - In reference to P. McRill's comments on how
linguists see the bilingual classroom as a research lab, the position of
linguists can be 'defended on the grounds that much research has shown
that there is no ill effect offbifingualism in children; and further
evidence shows that children who have

'We

taught bilingually are mudh
more effective than the monolingual. We must-proceed Yo a third stage
which would include the,English.population in the bilingual programs, so
that all could have the opportunity to be engaged in'bilingual learning.

Legislation

Connie Sanchez (U.W.) - Current federally funded bilingual programs allow up
to five per cent enrollment of English speaking students.

Tutors

Prof. Joseph Voyles (U.W. Faculty) - Seattle Public Schools provide tutoring
in some languages; whatare the, languages for which there are no tutors? .

Dr. Paul McRill (Seattle Public Schools) - They range from Arabic to 40 or
50 others. In some cases we have one or two tutors that have one or
two children speaking thesame'language at two different ends of town.
The question is not how many- people we have speaking those languages,
but hoy many are interested in tutoring for not much money.( Are they
willing to do it at the time of day that it has to be done, and in the
a ropriate school.? When you get all these variables sorted out, the
answ tur s out to be, no, it doesn't fit together. We've had a large,
turnover of tutors-this year; out of 150 hired, only 100 remain, and
perhaps by the end of the year another 50 will have come and gone because
they find it unhandy or whatever. It's a question of matching time and
"lace with the person with the language that can do what needs to be done.

Prof. Howard Nostrand (U.W. Faculty).- Could
2
your pool of personnel be pooled ,*

with the Altrusa Society Language Bank?
,

Voyles - What are the more obscure languages'spoken in the district?
r

McRill - Swahili, Letish, Urundi, Chamorro"tend to run in ones, and then others
go to thi-ee or four speakers. Strapgely enough that "magic" government

. number of 20 which takes significance is being met. We are now getting
up to 25 or 30 languages that are near the threshold. of 20 speakers in
the district. There are beginning to be more European; anguages and fan-

, guagesother than Asian.
i

I

i

/

1. Doctoral' candidate in Educational Administratiod and4urriculum,
University of, Washington College of Education.

2-7Names of representatives of the Language Bank were subsequently
given to Dr. McRill.
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Voyles - Are-there any Altanian speaking children in the school district

McRill - None listed,'but there has been an influx of Arabic for which we '

have no takers for tutoring.
.

Nostrand -'I wonder if we could spread the area served beyondlea(tle using.
the University of Washington phones (because of low rates) to help for

one half to one hour of tutoring daily.

- The people hired to rkeetf-rlii,s in operation would have to be truly.

altruistic. They would end up with lessthan $12 ilpr half ay after

mileage deductions.

Nostrand - Altrusa andthe COmmunity Advfsory Board d like some advice on

how we can better meet the language needs of the mthunity and individ-

uals through cooperation with the mass media, the Altrusa Language Bank,

the private sector and the Schools.

McRill - I would be grateful for any referrals to bolster tutoring.

German program

Louise Collins (U.W.) - In the program in Germany, what do they do to maintain

a-person's identity with his native tongue?

Prof. Horst Rabura (U.W. Faculty) r. This is done through the content in the

teaching materials which are takeh from the situation in which the child

is iving, and goes back to family traditions This is what made my job

Rost difficult- because I had,to do a lot of research to find out about

customs, eating habits, etc. (Shows book illustrating customs that

childre identified with the language;' they were learning. ) We tried

to pre t only language thaNthe child could identify with in German

so as to present a drearlrwoi-Id.4')

McRill - In schools I visited in,Berlin:1.norticed Turkish-spAking teachers

using the Turkish language in the classroom as-the medium of instruction.

Rabura - Germany imliorteclteaChers from the diher-ent counties. However,

they didn't know enlattlfi German to make the missing link so they had to

get special training themselves thretigh speciar programs that the schools

are trying to establish, paid for by the government. You don't find

German teachers speaking languages like Turkish and Creek. German chil-

dren do not participate in any bilingual /bicultural education. The

problem with creating national, classes is that you create a ghetto within

r ,the school. I visited a school in Cologne where the school population is .

'about 407.Turkish children. These children were all in one wing and the

German children called it the,liqurkish Wiig"._, Likewise, the Turkish
'children called the. German section the "Pork -eater Wing" because.Turks

are not allowed to eat pork, but Germbns do. These are some of the.things.

that go on-as a result of separating them. Therkfore, they must be

brought together to get a better cultural underSta6ding. The only attempt

to do this is on a small scale .through church groups, welfare-organizatj.on

.

.3. Sprich M'it Uns: Ser.ics 1-4 by HOrst M. Rabura, published by.Institut

air Film and Bild in Wisswchaft and Unterricht, 1975-76.
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group s, and other private groups which estiklish Meeting centers to bring
. Germans and children of other nationalities tpgether. ,

Collins - Do you have adult-education'classes in Germany?

Rabura - No, they are dealing just.with the 'essentials -- survival language,
Parents are not interested in anything else. The educationOt Turkish
children exceeds.that of their parents, which causes family problems.
The father is the authoritarian figure; yet the daughter often has to
act as interpreter for him, which is somewhat ironical and thus causes
family problems. -

4

ostrand - Is the Volkschule an extension of the secondary schodl into adult
education?

-.A
,

Rabura - It is milar to the community college here. la's a state,institution
which t es c of special programs such as language instruction. The
Mi y of Labor has passed a bill to provide funds for ttie 41teation of
1 nguage programs for adults. Industry also shares in providing these '

funds because industrialists want their working peoRle to speak better
because they ,get better work and thus get their money back. /

Counseling
O

. Nostrand - What. is they counseling available to parents in the Seattle system?

McRill - One state-funded project is Proyecto Saber) staffed by five profes-
sionals and five tutors. They work with Chicanos between the child and
the family making house calls, having parent's in, workiqg with children
to work out any academic diffiCulties or other difficulties. There are
similar things at tither schools; for exavolle, Paul Platu is a Samoan,
family counselor and teacher who spends much"time in courts, jail and
welfare offices helping families and children. Some of this 'is also
happening atFranklin High School (Filipino, Chinese) sand Beacon Hill

'Elementary (Chinese). Aid is also given to carry out parent conferencps
not otherwise carried out because of language barriers.

L

Bilingual centers /

Collins What is'a bilingual center?

McRill It's a created bilingual environment, used in a settingtwhere there
is not a great concentration of children to start with. Children are
invited, and .those who choose are provided with transportation. A child
;may be the only one from that.culture in his school. The center gives 1101*

that child a chance to interact with other children from his own culture
as well as with children from theAnglo-American culture.

Collins - Where will the centers be located ih Sektle?. Will they be placed
in several areas? .

Yes, some started this year in Schmite''Park and 'go all the way to the
North End. The work being dont currently is mostly in Korean:, althouth
we May be doing some in Portuguese very shortly since we are naw getting
an influx of Portuguese, some of whom are new immigrants to the'areg.

Sanchez - Will the nine new bilingual resource centerl offer a'special cur,
riculum finch as N. horizon, science and other "magnet" pfograms?

McRill - Some will be identified by the name of the language, ,Cantonese, Korean
etc. We will have for the first time five multi-language centers whe

61 m;,1
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4

,. ,
,

,

y ... .you will not really be able to do a conventional bilingual program
,t.

bec:aes'e we*are inviting children from any language at all to ,,.-c They '

.will get a littlPdi.fAierent ind of program frnmthebilingua/ p graps 4

: with0e name of a spOUifi language. In the multi- language centers

stUden-ts gill get better, fuller, and mere professional treatment than
(

":they,did in an isgtated-
=

pot they had depend in a tutor. This .

will mlLow us,to..offer some advanced ESl., courses for those_who tray be

.
sucees.sfg*:enoueconverspatIonally but who need more work in reading,

etc.
.

1t will b,e a Mecca for some of the bilingual tutoring services. 'al,

4 ,will atao give us a chance to reduce.the.odees between us.: For example,

. ' if you have five Greek.chfidreWin five schools, then you need five tutors,,
. "If you have all five of them inone school you only need one tutor. So

- that's-the main strategy here., In the bilingual c1411.Cerswith the language

.1% name, there will be a whole range of activities: the subjeCC *atter

4. - ie:arnfd tough the .Koreali-spleaking teacher or whateyer, the cultural

I 47 adtilOkies, in dct ons, ESL taught by a qualified specialist in ES,L,

,'and in the bes uations, Ihope to produce some planned interaction

with the scuden he school'. Incid4ntally, we don't get the "Turkish
.

-Wing" situation. Not oply is it against th w, but its is had.practice

atilimys''. Whateve.r 0111 state of their English, At least for half the school
day the children go to regular,clffsseswith mixed populations and are a

part of and,ae acquainted with,til'e school. In some classes students can
------"participate,quitCe well becaVe language is not the big issue.-- music, art.

Sadchez - You mentionedrhat.fiv lingual-centers will be exclusively tagged

by one langu-ag.e , A-Wha t are th languages?
"

MeRili 4'4 may, sound'a little dumb having trouble answering' that, budIP,e have

0 43 bilingual programs in 28 schools now. A couple will be Chinese (Can:-

4..114, touse, Mandarin), cine Kerean,oneWietnamwe. _,,,,'

la

..4. 4,
.

.Nostrand ,-. Any Spanish?
.

-- . ,

. ,

McRill - No net,/ ones in 'Spanish.. Spanish is' not one of our biggest languages,

L
and it doesn't groV that much. -We may get a surprise' this fall; maybe_,

'ft ,' we'll4get a rush is Spanish, I don't know.' There are currently two ele-

Imeptary,schools, sand one high schockl that have Spanish programs, as well

as

.

the. traveling services of Proyecto Saber.
i.,'

Frances Nostrand (U.44-. Faculty) - Do you need more ESL specialists?
...-, ., ,

-41
,'"

-1,Rill --We may be hiring more this fall, 'at least ten. .

. .

.

F. Nostrand - I wonder,if this would'be a good field for students to get. into'N

McRill- 1 Yuc, 1 tli-ihk, it would be. Like other fields, it does not provide.
, .

are opportunities.
ol

'.

instant jobs-, but there .

.

. - '

,

T
LOflips Will attempt be made to involve otHers,in these ycenters?

--.:i

McRill -. Yes, to the extent possible., ToporroW the Brighton children are put-

tingo a pot.,,lunch. with entertainment (Tagalog and Illokano), and all

are 'imlzitel participate. The Chinese sector at Beacon Hill also in-

-a" -'yolve all.

Collins,- What_ is the parents' reaction?
.

t 't ,

os _McRill - Thaix emc't cautiously at first, and the n,enthusias. tical very shortly

0 i
after. \soar, porentS wanted children iaLe in tcren to particp ltu 1 events

4 'only and not the language learning,- but many;changecl their m ndsf4ter.
. .

.
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,

- Why would parents want to dtprive their children of thi&'e)Iperience?,' Collins
. .

McAill - They dp't see itas thatrtecause o le past experronces. 64me used
*.

to get into trouble for speaking Chinese, ,etc. Some parents think WI _g

a waste of time may spoil, chilets pfogress: I per§Dnally think -it's
very baaic. O'

. 40
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Materials
1 , . :, s...- 1

H. Nostrand,-- is there...an- ffort towards national poolinvof.kterials fe ;.' t' .

'ofpet the- Lack of app riate.teadhing.trateria? . .ls.
-

McRill - Yes, but not fast Or effective_yet. Materials centers hay.tabeen
, established throughout'the U.S. by federal fu0s, but they are dot yet

,

isfietory. Just as ..they getgoing, the funds.are.cut Q. laialof,' -

# litt is,being used here is produced by teachers locally ana in an Fran- , 4A .z.,

Wise°. The Chinese bilingual teachers here have to.spend a let--.4 time
writing their os10_materials: .%. . .

Rabira. - The adventageObf the 'project I directed waS that'I,was able to acquire

iv

4 funding based on the time needed for development and production of the
4. . 0

.entire materials which took a period of three years. Eleven,states,
: .shared the costs. . ,

irlk, .

cRilr - This has been a biutistakZ-here, 'becaute the, government Has never
said to adyoae, Here iim contract to- do a set,of arithmetic materials
in Spanish'for grades K-6. The government here says, Here's funds for

,
a year; make cur(iculum materials.

H.
1

'H. No4ttrand - Younotice.how we get the advantages and disadvantages of extreme
decentralization compared with other Cduntries. The nationan't dAny-

/1 412 thing ehat.the school doesn't want ,clon Par it, anA the school can't do
anything that the parents of the chiti n't want or it. Everything

. .

Yir starts with usfromthe concrete individual unit nd"we don't realized
. .

)0tw. far we
.

are from the'mean between extremest* ss we compare with4 ....

. 'other countries. , a 11 1

t

Pr 'f. Pia Friedrich (U.W. Faculty) - Dr': Rabura, wei-e'you paid he govern-,

1Laaltir
meat? , . ' . k 4

,

ipr Rabura*- Yes
,

the'cost of the whole. pro0am,was six.million.maiks-,- equitiaTtne"

to two and a half mileicin dollars-4,3hicb :included .e whole media package L'
,

for grades on IthsoLigh lour and' five througn nine, consisting- of.six

texts,.With workboks,'six teacSer- manuals, etc. Thtrty-two realistic
a

4.01r'' acid animated movi,es......alsa made'up.the package,'
.

.

- ESL.
`4e

Fri, h What is the duration of the' ESL"program? ,

. . ,.

4.1cRi14.- As long as necessary. Different children finish-at different times.-
They graguate ousafter taking a test based on survival language...In
elementary sbholT, two years is a very long time tot; some c0:ildren'
.campleigg. ESL training 4n three monthg. At the secondary level students
stay de endent on ESL much)longer-- sometimes all tt-eway through high
school.

.

c,
..

.

,

, ,

'Cultural code '

ff. Nostrand - At what age is the conflict ofi cultural codes the most seAre?

. 63
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Rabura - With children'itdependp on how long they've been exposed to their

own culture. There various,factorr interfere. To what extent does the

child have exposure to German culturel.doep he remain in the Turkish

ghetto and jost,come to school? There are a lot of factors concerned.

I would say thage is'between 10 and 12. The greatest problem is the

reintegration of these children after they return to,--their homeland: De-

{,,ending on thet,,,letigth'of-time in Germany, they Have more or less become

strangers, to their own culture, even though they. have never become com-

pletely Armen. Whedtheycome home, their, friends have moved.away.
.Schools'.are different in Turkey, compared to Germany where they are run

. pore democratically. The Turkish language dioesn'teven have enough,

vdcabulary to discuss democracy. It's a 'Very' limited vocabulary which

is all geared to a. dictatorship, militarism and authority, so you can't

even translate.

Adapting to minority needs

H. Nostrand ....14question is "from Nat
'adapting minority Oildren so t
officer, but the question is:
officer?'.Shouldrilt4We be doin

ross who i not here: We talk about

tiey will Md better with the hiring
should be done about the hiring

ething from the other side to meet

the persons from the minority`cultute?

McRill,- True; the, majority muse d its part in the mutua ptAtion.

2. '0

Friedrich , Volunteer programs in some hospitals are pointing the way.

Note - For fqrther reading.on bilingual and bicultural education, one will find

a selective list i
1n theeBilingualism and ESOL"'(English for Speakers of Other

Languages) and "Culture" sections of the ACTFL' Anntaal Bibliography (New Ybrk:

-AmeriCan Council on the eaching of Foreign Languages).

One may add the following references for an introduction 4rito the subjec-
,

tive; the teacher-. duCation, and the cultural-pluralism aspects, respecti7ely,

*of biculturali an issue of contempraq sacfey.
""i

Cloutie% Cecile, "Les beauteskt les laideurs du bilinguisme,"'Contemporary
French Civilization I (3, Spring) 1977; pp. 419-421. (The beauties and

, ugly side of bilingualism, seen from Totonto.)

DenemarkAfGeosse, "Chapttr 6, an alternative report;" pp. 211-217 in Teacher

Education in tie United States:, The ResRonsibility Gap; A report la the '

Study Commispiop on .Undergraduate Education and the ucation of Teachers.

(Paul A. Olson, Director). Lincoln and London: U. o ebraska.Press, 1976.

In the same volume, pp. 219-224;.aee the extreme "Definition of Cultural

Pluralism" drafted by the chairperson of the Commispion's Cultural Pluralism

to ittee, Antonia Pahtoya. Denetnark urges that teathers for bilingual

education need an Objective, professional plispecttve.Upon the community,

and that this is not assured'solely by.immersion in local ethnic group te-,

tations.

Nostrand,. Howard Lee, "Cultural pluralism: What for? By what meanO At what

"'costs?".. MALT (Montana'Adeckiation of Language, Teachers) Bulletin 21
4

(Fall)

1976, pp. 4-12.'

4. Mr. Grop, olf the State Office of Fiscal, Management and_Budget, had

attended the preteding dieussion.

gt r- vtt,
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URBIIN PLA NNING
. 4

.

RICHARD L: LUDWIG, Associate Professir
of Urban Planning.at:,the U.: of Washington,

began as a geographer -, earned a diploma

in 1968 at the dentreicte Recherche d'Ur-
banisme in Paris, where he was a Fu4bright
Research Fellow, and in 1971 received the
Ph.D. in public administrati-on at the U.

of Pittsburgh. He,has- served as regiongl'

administrator of-the Bureail of Community
ieveloition.Lfor Harrisburg and Pittsburgh;
'Urban Renewal consultint'in a private firm,'

Pennsylvania, member of the Exelttive

Committee of an A1Ae4heny County Housing\
Task Force, and project director-of the
Pittsburgh Renaissance Program at the U.
of Pittsburgh, When:the U. of Washing-

' ton Was invited to Send a Ieam of experts
to visit the,PeoplPs Republic of China
in 41e winter of 1977,'Profesor Ludwig
was one of the twenty faqalty members RICHARD L. LUDWFG

selected to take part.\\He is director of
research for the Colle'6 of Architecture
and Urban Planning:.

2

.411111,

14.

RICHARO DEA7

RICHARD DUANE SHINN, Associate Professor
of Urban Planning at the U. of Washing-

.. ton, chairman of that Departmedt from
1973 to 1977, earned anMS. in City and,
Regional Planning at the U, of Southern
California, and the Ph.D..in Civil Ellgin-

* eering at the-U. of Washington. in 1969,
specializing in transportation. He has

held research fellowships fvoin the Sears
Foundatioi, the NationallSorence Founda-
tion, and a Fulbright. .His.coMmunisty
service embraces the city, state, regional,
and national levels: the Steering Commit-
tee of tlhe (Seattle) Community Design
Center; the State Planning Advisory Coun-
cil and "Alternatives for Washington,"
_plus two State aeronauties.bodies; Com-
mittee on Puget Sound and Related Lands

Igind'Waters; coordinator for the Department
of State Pre-Habitat Northwest Conference,
and adviser to the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and the Environmental
Protection Agency.
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FRENCH _REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT' ?OLICY

RICHARD L. LUDWIG
a'

Note: The discussion group at the s'ession.on planning was made predomi-,.
of

nantly of professionals already well acquainted. with Ap:American scene. P

For contrast, Professor Ludwig presented the features'of, the french situ- d
ati6n summarizeS-here:the,features which have -enabled France to plan so
well cir; a regional and even .a national scale; to situate hospitals, air-*

ports. eyed w'Iole new crties at the points where they.can serve the - *

greatest number With greatest efficiency. The chef of these -eQatfling

feat_res, is the Centralization of pvernment alogg

with i.ts at,endant concentration of population and industry,createsthe
main problELlm to be solved. Despite the centrali2ation of authority.
however, rhe'planning is 'indicative plannin0X; it }ndicates goals; in-
vites and 'facilitates cooperation, but dislikes coercion.

o .

Two of the best books which develop .thit topic are written iranglisii:
m. Hansen, French Regional Plann nip (EdinbUrgh University Press.

1968). and in B. Thompson, ,:lcidern France: A social and economic g,eography

(1..pridon: L;'ti.tterworths, .1970).

. .

In the 1940's, France Cacen taco 7.agn postwar prob >ms of urban and re-

mitt. a) For thl-ce-quarters of a celltur6 y, from 1861 to 1936,

the, nation's ent e zrowth had taken place in just two urbarthregions, Paris

and \larstipt; and wc-thirds of zrowt4 had been in Paris.
,

ndus-
.

trIaliz,ation wa's concentrated in the elstcrn half of the country. a line

'dlr._ drawn' from LI.Havre to MarscillL, 554 of the land area lay to,the west

that')1_1t only 37, on the population, 24' of thc industrial johs, ind

12 th, enrollment in advanced technic;f1 and traini ng schools.

4
1-Y46 -- the r'ov,irnmtnt h,g.in s truggling immcdiatel:. with the problem of inter-

rf_zional ')aline'. An industrial dtc(ntralizat-ionmission was assigned the

task of persundinz war dmged industries in the Parts revon to `rebuild

wh,,re. With nu, find', to subsidize the mpvts and no-pow.'r to prohibit building

in Lit Psis r,z,ion, it-could, u,(ch'nvlish link.

1950'.... (laudius 1',t1t, Mini,sttr of Rtconstruction and Housing, proposed the

. .' ' ___. conccv 'of amtnag, mcnt du tcrritoir(_,'wit.h dc«ntrali7atiorn at; its principal
, .....

0 aim. the idea of planning the distri'bution or peopt1( and activitv.on a-nd-

>t, , 1
. I. i on:11-;,,,c ,)I , w IS , n4 1 r, 1y n, w.

Ill, ,plan , ni:',Ion,d th, ',(1tcti.on elf .) (lo7,n (Itit ,. tLit'ha'd the potential
.

to b( inn tru, pr,,vin( 1,11 /ri_tropollt.c., ond act, is Frbrutyl(ts to draw growth awiv
. :

from 'ht. Parts r(zinn. In his «m() 4t, unlv, 1-,!ity (duc)Itien would provide 'the
4

c or,, of 01( tai t i( '-. . r\
. .

, . . ,*
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Although, the report wa,s approved, the beginniqg was modest. The govern-

'men:t,esiablished a lopn fund, to finance the development of well located and
. .

,welL equipped ,industrial ,parks and housing' n the provinces. rn 1953 a -second
. .,

turd, to fiiince the relocation from Paris of Machinery plants was established.

t
.

.

1954-55,,-*Aii etOnpmic recession struck France and hit- hardest.the traditional

iudu*tLics pft-tiextiles, leather, and ceramics which Were already, deceqtralized. .*
. t ,

Paris was less hard hit than the rest of the country, called "la province."
. ,

The differences were accentuated and a new movilment for decentralization was

born. A systematic and coherent policy was begun and thisrTonal policy

became accepted as an integral'part of the national economic development .

policy.

First of all, a policy of overall balanced,growth was made explicit.

Previously, firms had been moving from Paris but not very.faraWay--still in

the Paris Basin.

Second, the government wa.s given the Rower to_implemient the,policy,by .

decree, and a series of decrees was issued in 1954-55, whidh made use of these.,
41.

.. I. .

nine devItes: ,
.

.

1
;

a) contrql of industrial onstructiOn in Paris - Overt-pent apO'roVal',
Lir expansion by more than 10% by industries with 50 employees or

, .
4 more than 55.0 square feet of work space' ,-

. 4

b') f estment grants -' Critical zones' were set qp, wbere,20% of capital
Construction costs could be met with government,grantse , -

9
,

,e) loans - direct loans at 3% Selow'market rate for industries relocating,
, ff

outside the Paris region, with a moratorium.on interest for th..fj.rst
three years. Iridustries,borrowing'on the private market for that
purpose could receive an interest subsidy: . .

1 .

Alp
44 d) tax relief - For firms relocatin..to critical-zones, the building

transfer tax was reduced from 17% to 5% of the cost of. 'the 'building..

Air .

e) manpower programs - assistance offered to decedtralizing firms in
411 retraining and rehousing warketo; transpoptAiop and relocation al.

lowances authorized for workers and famiLt'4e4 Toying from ettrl.swith' '
. ,

firms , ..
,

4r4 .
0

. f) advance factories - assistance givbnto commPnitiesi.in critical areas .

.to'conitruct .industrial parks. on a speculative basis; authorization
of special grants for up to 20'I of new- ptiblic,faciLities in'critical
zones . .

.
. -,,

. .

g) regional action programs - 110 departments werereorganized into 21
planning rEons and regional ecOndmic devOlopMent4progicams, identi-
fying critical-projects, were prepared. In .1957, za set of regional

physical plans was called for to parallel the,economic development '"

4 plans. .41
_

. I
. .
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h). regional de elopment companies - Since capital was concentrated in

the Paris re ion, xegiona4 development companies were formedand
authorized t acquire equity in, firms in the depressed regions. In

_ 1956 they wer authorized to make loans to' firms and,uhderwrite
g.

.
the firms',10 g-term borrowing. To.dojthitt, they borrowed funds from
the major public banks in Paris.

*
.

. .

501 i) decentralizati n of government activities - Government agencies and
,

state or natio ally controlled industries were instructed to identiO0
which of their peratione, could he decentralized from Paris and pre-
sent time sched les formoving them. These activities constituted
a third of the tion's investment:

Despite the fact thai\ the decrees brought a certain amount of psycholog-*.

ical shock to the French gOvernment, the results were limited for nearly a

decade. The/apparent barrier was the administrative, professional, and poli-

tical resistance to,specifit moves. 4

In.-one very critical aspect, there was dramatic and quick achievement:

construction and expansion of factories in the 'Paris region was limited dras-

tically.

By L963 that region's share of"--the mption''s new factory construction

was rediced from 33%-to 10%. Between 1960 and 1963 there, was a net loss of

factory space in the Paris reg n, and this -trend hat continued for the past

decade.

The problem, however, Was`tiow to get 'them to distribute themselves over

the opount'ryside in a balancedmanne. While some of the assistance was re-

served orcritical zones, most of the- incentiveftwere available to plants

to move anywhere-- and regional development companies blanketed the country.

Of the 200,400 jobs relocated by 1961, 109,090 relocated in the five regions
.

abutting the Paqs region. Moreover, any net less*in factory jobs was more

thansmade up by nevi office jobs in Paris, on which there were'noontrojs.

There was little success in de4ntralizing govttrament activities, and

deGaulle finally decreed the moving Of higher education centers to the pro-

vinces in 1960-- mining and civil engineering to Lyon, aeronautics to Toulouse,.

public health to Rennes, telecommunictions to Nantes, maritime-engineering

to Brest.

The Third Plan (1958-615 declaredrfor the first time that balanced distri-

bution over the country would be 3 majc\r objective-- one that has been consist-

ently carried through/subsequent plans.

1962-66 -- Planners finally'des)gned an elaborate system for regional planning

and regional action. The plans called for in the earlier decrees had not been

at all well done, but even if they had been there were no mechanisms in the

69
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region to carry them out. The region was a new and artificial geographic

concept, withodt tradition, government structure, or sense,of communit
. t

In 1959 the country had been' divillipipto 22 (later 21) Regions, each

with a Regional Prefect (the PrAllect of the Region's main department), and

all top officials wete organized into a regional codrd.inating conference.

All, government agencies were ordered to reor anize in accordance with the

new boundaries. The interdepartmentaLenfe ences were directed to update/
4

the economic development plans-prel/ous,ly prepared *.the'planning teams in

Paris (thelirst.real decentralization move). They were directed to prepare

regiodal investment programs for the Fourth Plan (1911d-65) then in preparation.

1963 -- Establishment of DATAR (D416gation a l'Am6nagemerrt du Territoire et

l'Action R6gionee) in Premier Pompidou's office. This "Agency for Land-Use

Planning and Regional' Action" was charged withithV responsibility of nging

all the regional policy elements together for government decision and seeing

that they were carried out by the appropriate, government ministry. Yt ways

also given responsibility for carrying out some major regional development

projectt in the national development plan, such as tourism on the Mediterrane.in

Coast.

By the time the Fif Plan was being prepared,.the kegional Prefects had

consolidated their power and had been given clear res'pcinsibility for regional

Level stages of the process and the regionalization of development was operat-

ing- as well as one could reasonably expect.

The basic concept of the Fourth Plan was a zoning of the country and the

establishment of five different kinds of incentives on the basis of the zones.

The,zones, however, centered on growth c,Intip, i.e. several' ma'jor cities had

been designated as one of five different "conversion, zones." This was carried '

to the lOgical conclusion in the fifth Plan (f66-70Y where eight French cities

were designated as "in4troRoles'ektqibre" (major citiesfprcounterbalanqing

tviz., Paris]). Under the Fifth Plan top priority would be tiven tosthe needs

of these growth centers, namely the need to have.; a) city centers redeveloped

b) regional plans preparedc) new housing expedited; d) airport requirements

v set; e) 'subways begun; f) government research decentralized; g) medical facil

itie expanded; h) transportation network improved; i) university education

improved or begun; and j) cultural institutions improved.

Below these, at a second level, intermediate cities called'"villes

moyenne0 were identified, to receive less specialized facilities and setvice\__
I
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At a bottom level of intended development were the rural service and trading

centers.

Three major accomplishments have resulted:

a) Stemming the powth 'of Paris - By 1968 the net migration into Paris

from the provinces was down from 50,000 per yearto 10,000 (from
1962) and it 1972 it was confirmed that Paris was having a net out-

migration. The population of Paris has been falling graduallybut

steadily since that time.
.

,

b)- Strengthening the Retropoles d'Equilibre - All eight except Lille
had.growth rates exceeding that of Paris. Toulouse_had, grown'

twice as ravAly as Paris between 1962 and 1972, and Lyon4nd
f / Marseille had together gained more peopie than Paris.

c) Bal cingLof the national growth - The ten regions tying to the west

----af he Matseille-Havre line gained 200,000,new jotis between 1962 and

19 , compared to a loss" of 400,000 from 1958 to 1961. BY 1976 this

had ruched nearly 700,000 new jobs. The rate of industrial growth
in the western regions has been 27 per year throughout the firs,t
-

part of the 1970's, more than twice the national growth figure.
Outmigration from Brittany has fallen by two -thir& since 1971.

Tn sum, a retreat from the growth centers hai been .ichilVed. Traditional-

ly, France had beenodivided between "Paris et.i.e D4sert.francaisr_by the mid- '

1970'..s, decentralization had reached a.point where planners could be concerned

over tht possibility ofa Bordeaux and its Aquitaine Desert, or Toulouse and

its Garonne - region Desert. Already by 142 officials had "begun to emphasize

the development of the "villes moyennes" and give them priority status pre-

Viously reserved for "m4tropoles d'4quilibre." Lyo..n the largest of these
...-----

m4tropoles, was .even retlassified into the 1-ime tbnk (zone 5) as Paris for '

Lndustrral incentives and ax benefits, and indemnities were made available

N\for industries moving out of Lyon. The French were beginning to "fine tune"

their regional economic dev lopment model.

Favoritism in the exp ture of infrastructure'credits has been extended

to the "villes moyennes!" Subsidies can nowbe.paid to tertiary-sector acivl

ities
1 relocating from Paris to any city (not just "metropores"-as previously)

in zone's 1 and 2. All of the previous list of needs attended to earlier just

in the mmetropoles d'equilibre" are now addressed in the secondary regional

cities, and yet the scale of development (height, bulk, etc. of buildings,

concentration of activities, ete) is being carefully controlled:

4

1. Activities serving the primary (agricultdral and extracting) and
secondary (industrial) sectors of the economy.
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REGIONAL PLANNING'IN THE UNISED STATES'

RICHARD DUANE SHINN

. A dilgrtIMa

In the United States, we have a dilemma in regional planning. Although

many see the value of regional plans, there is no general gOverhment respon-

sible for regional planning. On the contrary: It is the persistent desire '

of urban populations to do plan-making at the local level, where they make

the dec isions concerning land development.

Only a few places have made notable 'efforts at preparing regional plans

that transcend, the fragments of local pladning. The Joint Program in

Minneapolis-St.- Paul is one, and Atlanta is angther. Washington D.C., with

the Plan for the Year 2000, is a thifd. lin the New York metropolitan area,

we have seen two s ubstantial efforts that took ;he form of private studies:
.

one'in the date '1930's and the other in the 1950's. The successor of thdse

efforts is the Regiov_lplan Association and it is still private.

Federal government intere-s7'17h regional planning

In 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson mandated regional planning in a

speech that called for plans to be prepared as a prerequisite for 'the re-

ceLpt of federal monies by local government i/Pmetropolitan areas. The Local

Planning Assistance Grants, Section 701 of the Housing Act, made monies

available to prepare these plans. Interim Regional Development Plans were

accepted as sufficient e4idence of intent in the certification process.,

The Office of Management and Budget established a reviewprocedure in

OMB Circular A- 5. The teview orreqUests for federal assistance by a local

government is onducted by the regional planning agency to assure that,the

fequest is in e ordance with 'the RegionalDevelopmentlhan. This require-

meet brought about the formation of Councils of Government, "COG's", in most

of the metropolitan regiods of this country. The Puget Sound Governmental
4

Conference, formed prior to these requirements under the joint power of

local governmental units, served as a model for many others.

At first glance, it appears that the dilemma has vanished. Scrutiny

will show, howelSer, that the COC1,s have not been able to.distinguish between.

the f Tonal roll of regional planning and the advisory role of serving

gov ent as a forum. At best, .the requests have been processed by well-

entioned individuals and compared to the Interim Regional Development Plan.

"The lack of a Regional Development Plan, with a commitment by the COG, is

the crux of the problem. If the Interim Regional Development Plan is indefi-
,
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nite, no basis exists for judging whether a request of local government is

in accord with it.

-Do we want regional: riauthoties with powars to make decisions for large

dev'elepments?

. Consider Karachi, Pakistan,as an example of authority insufficiently

exercised: :The Clifton area in Karachi is an extensive beast' area. The

Karachi'Master Plan Authority, with considerable support from the United

Nations for its regional planning, has the powers' necessary to acquirt and

prepare the sites for builders, with all the infrastructure that human settle-

ments require.' Yet the landscape has been mutilated by the disruption of the

soils for construction of streets and sewers. Scattered houses dot the land-
.,

scape, which can however/scaroely be seen through the blowing sands.

This scene causes one to raflect on:the question, What is the best way

Lo proceed? Eerhaps the site should not have been developed at all. At

least the development could have been concentrated and coordinated.' The

missing ingredient. that might have brought about the `realization of the

possibilities, is citizen participation.

Although we bemoan the inefficiencies of the publit. hearing on a zone-

change case, and we chafe at the requirement of environmental-impact state-

ments, it is clear that we want to scrutinize every proposed devetoprifent so

as. to avoid a Clifton dispster. Thus, there is a caution to be raised with

respect to regional authorities.

The consequences of local development decisIons-macle without regional

considerations

Consider 1,:os Angeles as an example. There may be as many as ninety

cities in Los Angeles County, and Orange County is a close rival.. Many were

-incorporated for the purpose of planning and zoning. The cities of the Los

Angeles basin are well-planned on the local level.

',In the 1930's, a "Broadacres" type of plan was prepared; a distant rela-

tive td the Frank-Lloyd Wright conception of development for the auto age
_ .

Which was rto come. Ileriinary arterials were delineated on the section lines

'and secondary Orterials int*rsected at the centers of sections. Commercial

zoning was striped aldtg the primaries and formed nodes at their intersections.

Industrial zones followed the-railroads and formed nodes at switching yards

and petroleum tankyards. The rest was reserved for single-family residential

areas. Agricultural zones were usqd until the pressures of development brought

requests for singly-family,stbdivisions within those zones.

Followilbg World War II, these new subdivisions gave communities )11e
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choice of incorporating as ,small cities to guide the completion of ,the task

and to assure maintenance of neighborhood quality.

Auto manuatturers provided the cars that gave the neighborhoods'access

to jobs.. The Federal Housing Administration provided the financing for the

houses in the subdivisions. The Bureau of Public Roads provided the funds
-

7build the freeways as an added means of access to jobs, an overlay on t4e

gridiron of arterials.

The effort was large-scale, and it certainly related closely to the

needs of the new residents. _Yet its result, recognized at its inception by

the comedian Arthur Godfrey, was the environmental consequence known nation-

or

wide by the household term, "smog". Nevertheless, the die was cast, and the. .

effort was pursued to the end.

What are the elements of a regional development plan?

The first requixemeqof a regional development plan is that it distrib-

ute the locations of residential developments:. Closely assosoto;edwith this

distribution patterns the distribution of jobs. Employment centers are vital

elements in a region and they require intensive.support of an infrastructure.

This "infrostrActure" consists of the highways and freeways, the utilities

and comtunity facilities responsive to the demands associated.w
h

the places,

where people reside or work. 'In this sense, retail centers which follow the

purchasing power oft-the residents, arso became par.t of the infrastructure.

Preservation of major open spaces, too, is a regional concern, basic to

the planning of the environmental setting for development. Amenities asso-

ciated with the environment urgently need atten n, as was illustrated in

the Clifton and Los Angeles evimples.

Alternative inivitutions

First, the COG's, discussed earlier, need.to be reconsidered before ad-

vancing further. Efficient as they are, they hav' seemingly been corrupted

by the federal monies into ineffective reviewers of local proposals. They

are not planning agencies, as can be seen from their budgets and the efforts

expended. .Nor are they functional agencies possessing charters for specific

missions. They do not have the powers of lo-Cal government, such as police

power and eminent domain, Their only means of affecting the course of devel-

opment are the forecasts they make and their capacity to Persuade others to

believe them.

Second; it, is, important that we give.considetation to the prospgcts of

state government enterinethe regional planning arena. The States have had
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a role of review pnd advice, counterpart to'the role of the COG's°, as monies
, .

have flowed from the federal agencies, to the local gove.rnments. The American

Law Institute's Model Development Code and its proposals for national, land-
,

se legislation focused on the States as the, missing link in regional plan-
_

ing. Some States, despite a pldthora of environmental legislation, have not

satisfied the basic need for planning addressed to the purpose Of development

control. At two levels of debate, the distinguishing differences have been-

ill defined. At the local level, a,"State" issue as compared to a "local"

issue has changed from discussion to discussion. At the federal level, while

over fifty current'public laws deal with land use, it appears to be assumed

that the role of rational legislation is simply the adoption of model legi;-

for the States. One can understand the confusion of State legislatures.

141!.1onetherese, it seems. that the regional planning vacuum could be filled satis-

factorily by the States,' given the will to act which some have.

hird, rban counties have often retreated from land-development issues

as.they became subjected to zoning, by incoiporationsor annexation into a

city. The urban county has seemed content to _solve the problems,Atisdng on

the urban fringe and to wage its negotiati ns with trft developers of raw

'land. There was a time when this role in tself was more than enough for

tlfe planners to deal with adequately. However, wi the,slowing of develop-,

ment, the problems of a, county with a large city in its center, and the role

the county must play in review of major infrastAture issues, bring this

unit hack o the fore as °a viable alternative, Countieshave the poweis of

/.

general government, and their legislative bodies are elected. Few urban

counties, it is true, have jurisdictiqn over whole metropolitan areas. This

restraint limits zoning, but there is no reason why it should limit all policy

'planning.

Foi3;\th, the multi-purpose district has emerged as a form of government.,

It is in, essence more than one special-purposeidistrict. Boundaries and

statutory liMitations can'be a problem for these agencies as they consider

planning for more the', the specific missions mapdatedto-them,

King County and Seattle area of Washington, we Rave seen proposals

of a merger between the urban county and the multi-purpose district as a/pros-

pect for bringing together the functional plan-m4king andthe general plan-

making in King County. "Both the Metropolitan 'Municipal Corporation pf Seattle

and King County have exemplary records in their respective functions. "METRO"

has cleaned up Lake Washingtton and improved bus service, as results respec-

4
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tively of its sewage and mass transit responsibilities. King County adopted

an exemplary policy plan in 1965 and followed with 'the hearing- examiner form

of zoning administration, Whether the virtues of both would be lost in a

merger-will not soon be seen, since the merger has failed to gain acceptance.

is the pressure off anyway?

Will the continue to be growth diet demands regional planning? Is it

requisite to planning that there be growth? In Washington State, the popula-

tion growth was a low 1.9% from 1970-1976. In central cities groah is not

expected. New starts in housing are low.,

The elements of a regional development plan listed above suggest that

growth is not requisite to planning. The issues of population and job-di,

tribution, too, require planning. The infrastructure is cast as the "growth-

shaper", and quite rightly. Aut there are also other, forces at play., 41144d,

Will energy be a "growth-shaper"?

Energy shortages may have profdund effects on the infrastructure by

limiting travel. Future changes in mode of travel to mass transit are widely

assumed, and may happen. ob locations, and travel for shopping, may conse-'
I

quently alter the development p. ies. 411

Conclusion

The regional plannidg dlemmars stilith us, and it seems most plau-

sible that the urban county wiil emerge with a larger role. To make this

option succeed, close coorleination, with the functional agencies will be re-

quired; which may mean the merger.of general and functional governmental

bodies. Responsibility for the planning of the whole territory is necessary.

.,But' more than this is needed: the will to'plan; the courage to recognize

that a Trident submarine base affects us, and the dttermination to control

the development it generates.'
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RiGIONALPLANNINAWN THE LIGHT OF fRENCft EXPERIENCE 40,

PHILIP WALKER, Rapporteur

.,

..,- .-
',/.

The 4iscussioA revolvesp wouarnd the issue of whether we in Seattle

4 should tf'y to gain the advantages of planning on a,regikinal scale. Ffante,

by rv.son.of its centralized.government, so .different from our American
.

-
pol.itiopl'power structure, has bgen able to

4

demonstrate the possibilities

of regi onal, planning. .., 4 . ,

- ,RicharciLudwti,Associate Professor of Urban Planning at the Universi

. 06 of WathiAgton pregented, a., shori4surveyof Frenc'h exgerience in .regional

416

planning.
V

Duane Shinn, Asociate Professor of Urban Planning, dealt with the present,
possibilities for regional planning in the Seattle area

11/4- *
.

. I .0

lementsof Discussion od,Regiional

1) Is French arming pAlicy applicat:te within the United States?
2) When is:pl ning necessary?

.

a) At wh' levelq,s it best to' undertake planning? (ie. local, regi6nal,
-"trail. al) ... '.

.

b) es planning en a regional basis have a rolebiA urlherdeveloped countries?
3),Is a political commitment,to planning presei.in America?

.
Is French poli4 applicable 14' hin the United States?

Johannes Kurz (Planning Cons leant) - Could xou make a canment'as.t ow
4

the French governmental structUlte makes regional planning successful?
.Richard Ludwig.- Let me:saAt t in some areas the 'French have been success-

' ful and in ether areas la s so. If.we.ike the French example wk ..,

see the'opposition in fOrmatiod of two ways to go about regional ning:-
. --4 the first, is the developpent,of the region within itse1N-the second,

ige the development of the nation through-regionSrismq The example of.400

F'1.ace tends more tow rd the sect)* I.used to think that authority was
.

important, buA, in tI case of France's impietAntwt of its program
,.0 the carrL (incentives) }has been more impor/ant than-the stick (regulaelon.

There is little that theArenchaievgrnment has done, if.you look at the
-

rune.measures I'vediscussed, t the federal government could .not or
A

%

has not atone ti4 or another tried to do..The U.S. coultfttimulate
ir lagging regions such, as they have done'withqwelachip.

Kurz.- The trouble is that regionalylaningagencieS in the U.S. do not have
tre awer to implement (A 95, the only possible means they 4a4, has been
watered down because of reytew by elected officfbls). These oouncils
have generally ignored to concentrate on things of real.egional

4rtitquence, because they are controlled by peciple with'Ioccil interests:

ivtde planning is lost en the struggle with local planning. Long

.9
di '

.

- . .

B.A.,,Anthropology; M.A. Library Science; exchange ArCacher, Univer-

sit4.de Perpignan; Research AsAcskTt, Romance Languages, university.
of Washington. b...i . .
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.
ringe plandin is lost in favor of short.tereplan9fng. Everythin

s'iis done piece aL. '

DuaneShinn ,- P ing agencies are simply not iiidependent enough from

e the federal llar.:and the activities of the particular agencies. that .

.

channel s time goes on.planning agencies themselves are becominr

simply nnel for monies coming'from Plashingtdh, D.d: Under this

influedce they often do' he least necessary o m federal money

flow. When money becomes' available in the No es, regiona

planning _ agencies have t lo.ok ,for _ Way of d iding the mon into

three equal pirts (for' Washington, Oregow'andIdaho) following the

governmedt's wish for equal distribution. .

Bob Corwin (Planning C s ltant) How does community politicar'lnvofyement

compare between F> e and the U.S.? Perhaps there isn't the grass roots
involvement in France that you find here. . -

' Franuis Martin. and Howard Nostrand ( University of Washington, Romance "
. .4 Languages) - There has been considerable grass toots democracy developed

.

.
in France particularly on the issue of nuclear energy.

Ludwig - the rrefet,is still a rather fowidable figure and whenhe speaks,

. ,A peoplre,,may have a tendancy to defer. SeLously, actually France'has the>,
most effecti.ye public participation. Suggestion for development cotes

AP from the local community itself and therefore accept-ance is greater in

' France-than here where it has usua een felt that planning 'should be

'handed down by the regional level to he local community.

Ilk
.

.

1 Whec1 is plapning necessary?

.

Martin - I am puzzled that, in the French example, certai'n'industries.seem

to'tbe designated, for particular areas following'tendencies that already

-exist. To me this.denote certain spontaReity and does not
q,

constitute.
,

creative planning. J, .;

Ludwig - If you define Creativity liked that, yeg,.Ws true. Bordeaux hai a
.

chemical industry because the necessary`tesources are nearly. Toulouse
s

has historically been an aerospace.center. Geographicconsiderations such
14, as transportation costs do haVetorbe calculated before decisionu are .

made. These kinds of decisions-are always made ntonjunction the
4

-compapies involved. But many of the early.French,liffs which de, hated
i

certain industrial development, for certain region ire simply'a matter. ...
of conjecture:Itrturns out that"'some,pf the dove olirenti xpected did not

-- l happen where it had' been designated.' 1 i
,,'

Shinn :'Even behind the very visible hand.of the Shah o Iran one aan find the-

: reason for his ;designating that sugar beets .be gro *here he designates

4.

_

thqi be _grown. (But I think no-one in,the United S tes would be so.

daring as he.) ,

40,-
' .

Ludwig = The concept of del-centralization ihteance, though, reallyis an 4.

example of creStive.pihnning. -' 1
,

. '

Martin - Do.regions, really have their functions designatedr . 4

Ludwig - Yes, but th$re is always. a reason behind that designation. For example,.
,,,;1'.1 . lb ;

. 6
, I:

A
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Dunkerque has become a major port to handle the steel produced in,
nearby Lille.

Harry Reinert (Edmonds Schools) -,I'm disturbed by the comments that seem,
r--

to prevail tonight_ there seems to be an assumption we4need more
A

planning..44 can see some cases like highways and dams,) But whatyoii've-
. said aboudtrance sounds like-1984, taking people arbitrarily and'

%
sspding them off to another place at the whim-of government. I think we
-arready have government agencies telling us what to do too often. You

tseem o imply that we are falling by the wayside if there is no planning

'oK growth, . ( im

Sinn:-. I think tl,zatthis is not entirely true. The kind of regulation that
you complain about and planning are not-the same thing. .6"

.

Ludwig -SIn France 1 have said they prefer the carrot to the-stick. It is ligt

4 a matter of forcing -people, the French want to make the regions attractive
enough that people will want to stay there or-establish themselves there
instead of in Paris. The magnet concept is the.essence of the French

-program: .... . .
, 9 0

Kurz - To answer Mr. Reinert's comment I'd like to say that what, planners
want is not more planning but more effective planning.

Anna Thacker (Engineering) - In the,Puget Sound Council have they ever
.

actually envisioned, is, there ever an effort to envision tft-fyrtmel,

Shinn - Ge.nera illy that is not the way t works but some plans have been made
(transportation is one area that was studied but the result was to let ' r

. it go whOre. it wants to go). The open space plan is ah example,

Kurz .- None ofAte original plans of the Puget Sound Regional Council were-,

. .
adopted, kowever. Instead you have interim regional Plans. Certain signi-
ficant things were brought to the surface in planning Green River Valley.
Transportation-vs studied but there isn't much that can be done becapse

4 transportation planning ii in the hands of the federal government ..'

Chrough federal p.4.41way funding.
.

. , ..-
Costrand - w thv.re6ort,.where hive we been the most unsuccessful?

., 'Shinn - GreenRiver Valley is a place that has been brought up. With develop- ' .

,' 4, ,ment in that area, a potential air-pollutiondfsaster has been created,
'because of its special geogia01 and wpithep conditions. Planqing should ,:

'have 'fore.seen this.
. .

s.) Nostrand - Are there planning problems that calif be solved correctively?
Fot which' lt is too Late?

I

ii- .
'. 7

Shinn*- l'ome correctivoptannfng hag been. done in the Los Angeles area but yeu
frun,into the problem of foreCasting what will happen in the late 70's
and 80'S. for example, 'a few years bacnabody thought ,that Los Angeles'

-Would,have enet'out7tigration in the n's, but this is the case. Some
problfmsyhave-a'way c&solving.themselves. If things get too badwhere

t
,

,they'are people have a tendancy o move. Perhaps this'iwhy the American
. .

6
. people seern'to'have,a detachment towards planning?: ., ---

3At what level is it best to undertake panning?
V, "--.. (ie. local, reg,ionel,national) , .

. - .

Shinn I ask thg question, Do we want central regiolai.planning? I, can't

V.-) )-
, , ,

...
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411' 4
really give.tfie.answer but .I' want to emphasize the need for some form

of local eoeclrback. What about local development without regional

.TIannfpr-Las Angeles is'a prime example 'of the kind of,Balkanizatipn
eof planng that you get. locally in the Northwest we have the option

of stati,Planning: We find-this in land use legislation and in environs
mental at-ts., 'Moss dmportantihere has been the potential of urban
county $lanning,,Too ofteniVs in King County this has only been applied

-e-to the unincorWrated,preas, The Metropolitan-Municipal CorporationbAct
hasEhe pitential ea go beydnd this..

Russ-e',1 Wing (Pianhilg) - Isn't -'it beOming more and more important to

haveplannpg at a national level? with communications systems/growth
and transportation etc. what they have become?

Shinn - We 'are getting there. The. question is hormuchcan we stand? With
energy for example, the choice df pipeline routes.Aoull4be sorted out
with the large, number of local Ad-regional:,groups to b-ekaffected. v.

Howeverbecause'dnis is a national concern Congress may just 'egislate
it (it is easier for them). For planning na:tionelf, however' this

'

country much larger and more dependent on the prtiVate.sectoipthap

Ftance is. Things are more likely to be handled effectively at lidcal

. and regrAnel levels. On the{ other hand we are getting a"lot of central
planning through the hack door from kovernalent.,We can use,trAnsportation
as to important example.,Actually,. the federal, government thrbugH the

interstate' h' way system is doing'-or .at 1eas.t determihing a large

par -ol tra ortatipn planning. for the .0.ties;Meprot)o4tan Regrons
haVe.not,he the.wi.11 to stand against-the government Oven whenthe.
highWay,plan seems detrimental to the planning needs of the region. A '

lot of functional agencies, like the public utilitiesiaiedoing piagning
and don't want to admit lt.

Ludwig - .There seems t6 ri-le to be , danger in the-,view that .planning should

be national now. Traditionally democratic.countries like cur own tepid

6.6 soivelroklems at the crisis stage, not beforeNIf we go into
comprehensilk national planning' problems will be set aside until they

reach the level of a national crisis.
Nost'and - Ps a crisis as visible locAlly as it is nationally?

Ludwig" Evidence of crisis is dIffereatially felt at the two levels, but'
dften the region feels a crisis before the nation for this very reason.

..

Does'Pianning on a regiinal basis'have a mi.?. in underdevelOped'countrie:s?
.......___,.

.

Kurz
.

- In the late 30's the French andith* Germans attacked .problem's that the ;

undardeve/ed countries are meeting today.
Ludwig - Yes, but the well developed uilvdization thet1/4already exist in

cpurlry like France allows them to de-centralize from the capital to the,.

exi

1
%ng urban structure of the regions. Underdeveloped countries can't

. do t 's as the.urban structure is non-existant.
r

Shinn.- In adva;ced societies which'are infa6lation rich 'ft is very difficult.

to 'make decisions the many conflitting points of view. 16
. ;.'

1

4

. '
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underdeveloped countries the popul,ition is not well informed. Thia.

makes it easier.io decide over their heads.

18 a politic41 commitment to planning pife.sent in America?

4 . .

Corwin - I would be interested in comments whether.you,think the American
- government is capable of this type of program thate-the French have.__

i'-' iam ,skeptical of the national-wiLl. The political'alyays dominates.
Planning ccncep become diffused and the thrust lost. Do you -bee
hope in,the futu e fora change? .

.

.

Ludwig Lit is imposs ble to see into thejutUre. Certainly the commitment. .

has not been there. I :don't see an commitment coming now either.
'Shinn - As Ilbave said there is a'certarn. detachment4in America from

V'planning because of our great mobility. .
.

.

'-Carolyn Meredith (Mercer Island) - Maybe Ithare is some 'hope from such events '
.

as t White Hduse Conferente On Balance and,National Growth' to be hpld
id th state of Washington. , f

.
.

Corwin -- The codntiy seems to resist,plannib4 but Isee some hope'in the
planning that 148 are getting through the back door. The crisis-in
resources As,awaken.ing some.of the people. An example can be",found in
the energy cresis.To solve it energy agencies are obliged to deal with
lend use. Also.with our drought .and-present.water.prolagm there is

-some regional planning being done about watershed and water use:What
we need more of is public dlistUsoil and this w, are starting to gets

f
4.

, . .

1. 'Conclusion,

4 :0 t

I The very fruitful discussion has-shed considerable light on.the

--- _-_-potenti.4 of regignal planning in.Ama.rical and has hown that the 'French
,

axperienc,e.Canexp4o4ted in Americ.. .SieUtturally the two countries may
4 ----- -- -

barviry different' but it has:been Iltust hat the E'rnch have depended .
z

canupon primarily the same types of incentives that'Ameri'cangovernMent an

°! and does use.'The 'consensus seems to be that. t "he major block to regional. ,4111

planning in the Statestis the lack of will from the people and lack'of -

L
. ,

commitment in. fhe gvernment. Hopp and pessimismvereoboth expressed.for'

the future.chan&ain the American wilt. Public aistussion and locallfeed-
back .seemed to re a major concern toal.1 participants rwardlessiagthe'level,

. at which planning is'tdfake place. The French model sebes well
,that .planning can be mcire successful 1.klen local participation is ficient.

-.;.-
..
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Summary of the Series .

Under the general heading "Aierican
1Ciyic Issues in the Light of

European Experience," four discussions werelheld on separate Thursday

evenings over'a period of o monthp. Two of the discussions were concerned

witti day-care education one with bilingual/bicultural education, and;

one. with kirban,regiona anning.

For, the,dis4quesio of day care education, Martha Alling identified

lb fq4J "national mod

1. "'reach" 'or atin-European" modeL.of4reehe'and kindergarten;

-1-,..>-4oA.ga sive integtated nursery system, or "Scandinavian" model;

ti- higHly centralized cr...che/kinderga n or '!Socialist" model; and

ecentralized-and fragmented "An -Saxon" model.

the first three systems soMe degree of governmental infkence

-.la some degree Of centralizAtcOntrol is found: either in

establishing standards, in fUnding, in. curriculum development:or in

,varidus coeoinations of these factors. Just the opposite is the case in
.

AM

e., the "Aneo-Saxim" or American model, forvvernmental support is at best

periodic ana may be (Ad has been) withdrawn at any moment. Margaret

Sandtad emphasized the need for ie. continuing and national day care program,

for "day care-and theAfuture of the family are closely linked."

the session devoted billirtual/bicultural education, Horst
,

Rabura 'described the e-ffor made b4,West Germany in recent years to

4 handle tir eplcetioriaT' need of the millions of foreign children whose

paren&s'were temporarily in ,Germany td work. Becaude of the ltiplicity

P-.4e sultural and linguistic backgrounds of the children, the probieM of

helping these cbildren'assimklate to the 4-rmag culture'waS extrethely com-

.

plex. Seleral apprOaches lore tried, but experience showed that greatest

success vat achieved with a multifaceted approact in which as much was done

as possible to maintain the-child's UOMR cultUre and at" the same time provide

.
him with the skills necessary for him to cope with,the culture in which

The was curragtly livin . This is much the-dame approach currently being

used in.the Seattl schools, according to Paul McRill. Seattle is employ-.
- ,

ing a niter of.techrlighes to meet the needs of non-English=Speakinichildren.

Whenevef: posOble, tutors who'are.native speakers.of the child's native tongue

,11
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t in to help the child make thd/transition to the English language
2

and. erican culture,. In, the is6lated,cases, _i.e. where only one or two

children in the school system areappeO.kers of a given language, special

programs have been established in the general area of teachineEnglish

without recourse to thei<ive tongue.

Richard Ludwig in the final session of the series described the steps

taken by the -,FrenCh government after World War II in order to enbourage\

dispersion of the population throughout the country rather than having

Faris tae sole focal point for the French governmental, industrial,

an cult_iral life. Through a teries of reassignments of, governmental

agenc es aiong with incentive programs for industries aWd'individuaj_

citizen , France has been successful in decentralizing. Richard Shinn,

disc..,ssang tne problems of urban planning in the United States, noted that

turning 114e tne French program would be possible here, because 1) there

ass no nationa__ goal Ape!' within government nor among tht4eople regarding

tr,e -airection of fu are develo.pment, and 2) the various layers of goirern-

. mental urea-.= racy -- federal, state, local--are barely able to articulate

ear efforts or even the simplest projects.

Audience*Reaction

Altnodgn tne audiences at the four sessions were limited in number--

yahging from4aro,nd twenty to forty--the evaluation forms which they

re-,rhed f:Llowing v,ach oessVon indicated a highly positive reaction to

the presettat,ions. Especially with respect toTWe presentations on day

care'and,bIlingAai/bilcAltural edacation, the evaluation sheets\ indicate-

`
,-\

tnat memb-ers of the aldie,nce, uniformly agreed'that the presentations were

well done, the topics were important', and that the for eig exp- fence

had shed light ipithe issues Thetresponses to the session. on u ban

plar.nino7 wrelhot so clearly favorable on these points. Sheets f bn1 all

-' four sessions indicated mixed-reactions from members of the audien e

with afespett t'') the degree of discussion be LA en persons of'Americ n and

foreign backgr,JIngs, and---except for the bili gual/biculturaY session- -

members questioned the degrerz to 14/Pilch a significant exchange of id as

had takqr. ace between scholars and e'prson4 in Dither of life.

Project 'Goals:dhipiscussion

In ,Ming goal;, of the project as outlined in the original propoal,

_21
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one notes that a significant change was made in the thrust of the sessions.

As originally stated, the series was to fOcus on "American Civic Issues min

the Light of French Experience," but as the series was finally developed),

the whole of European experience was used'ratiirthan French alone. . (Even

in the Origidal proposal; the proposed topics were not limited to French

experience, for Rabura's presentation on German schools was already scheduled.)

The number' of topics originally scheduled was also much more fan-reaching

than the three which were finally chosen. The scope of the original project,

was Pscale4down because the budgetarYrequest -of the project was funded only

in part.

The more limited scope may well have been fortunate for the program as

a whole, however. The fitst three sessions, in particular.had a thematiC

element running through them that was both enlighteriking and 'important to

anyoneinterested in current problems in the Uniteditlates, i40.: education
46

and training of the young in order to meet the cultural objec ves of a,people.

In the Rockefeller Foundation publication RF dllustrIled for ecember 1976;

John Maier notes that American children are ill cared fv in many respects.

This catalog of'factors (adversely) affecting the wellbeing of
children refutes the commonly held myth that America is a child-
oriented, indeed echild-dominated society. As Keniston points
out, as individuals we profess to be solicitous of child welfare,
while in practice as a nation we tolerate a great deal of un-,
necessary wretchednesadn.or among children--perhaps because
they have no voice, no spokesman, no economic value, ,.are essen-

tially powerless. '

This attitude stands in startling contrast to Martha Darling's description of

the provisions for the Care of children which are found in most European

countries. As Margaret Sanstad pointed out, provision for child care in the

United States has generally been for the purpoie of meeting an emergency

situation,(as during World,War II, when many mothers were involved in

ardiments production) or has_ been associated with a fdim of welfare. Both

,of' these speakers emphalized:that the concern today for equal rights for

women, including women as workers,f demands that provision be Ade for the

> care of young children. We might note, as a further evidence of the

national attitude, that only during the past decade has an income tax

deductiip been allowed for the cost of child carev and even then only

Under certain, restrictions. All this is in'markedt ,cobtrast to the European

systems, in which the governmentand apparently the people, as well--see



in their children the future of their culture and are therefore,more deeply

involved in providing adequate care even during the early years.

Also implicit in the descriptions of the European day care systems,

however, was the notion that the governments saw those systems as a way of

indoctrinating t} children from the very earliest years in the ideals of

the Culture, which may be'only another way of saying that this is a means

of preparing the young to.become citizens within the society. Whether it

be the Frencli system'intent on preparing four- and five-year-olds to do

better academically or the Soviets teaching the youngto admire socialist

idealism, the purpose is essentially the same. To this extent, one might

then conclude that perhapirthe decentralized, fragmented American system

serves the same purpose for the young, since it large part Americans still

.seem to embrace a fundamental individualism, whatever the cost and whatever

the problems.

Education at a slightly higher level was the focal pqint of the session

featuring Horst Rabura and Paul McFill. Heke again, however, one notes a

marked contrast between the American and the European, as illustrated here

by the German attitude. The Germans, flooded with immigrants from a variety

of foreign cultures; felt the need to-provide the young with the means to

cope with their strange environment. By contrast, bilingual/bicultural

education has come into the limelight in this country, the self-proclaimed

"lan of immigrants," only during the past four or five years. There have

been isolated instances of concern in earlier times; e.g., teaching standard

English as a foreign language to ghetto blacks or in the swamplands of

Louisiana, but the prevailing view has generally been that competence in

English was mandatory for participatory citizenship. Even today, the

Nashington State Legislature has not made ;a firm commitment et provide
.

funding for such programs as Paul McRill described in Seattle. NeedlesS

to say, students in small districts within the state have even less chance

to receive tpe kind of instruction which 4hey need. Such a position stands

in sharp contrast to that taken years ago by the West German government.

The thematic element whiph was apparent in the first three sessions,

i.e. the concern for and care df children, was not evident in the final
4

session, although it perhaps should have been. David Brewster in The Weekly
.k.

..

theFebruary 23-March 1, 1977, in. his critique of a report from the attle

Office of Policy planning, wrote that "children seem,to me as esse ial to a

9C7r,
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healthy city as its water supply. Kids socialize a block, making friend-

ships in advance of their parents. A child's need for safe streets, ne.gh-

borhood candy shops, woods to explore, buses, parks--the whole public

landscapeforge-es parentA out of the enclave mentality that eventually takes

over in child-deprived cities like San Francisco." Apart frem reporting

that efforts were made to bolster universities in cities other than Par+

the report on the Fren1t model-of urban-regional planning also left untouched.

the\whole area, of providing for children in the'new communities.

Of the four sessions, this final session ararently came closest to

meeting, the intent of the original proposal, for it' indeed presented a

detailed account of steps taken in France for urban planning and involved

an analysis of such planning in reference to the United Statese Several

persons in the audience were obviously also deeply interested in this field

and there was a good exchange between membegof the audienA and the speakers.

NevertheleN, the audience evaluation sheets-.-although certainly not ne ve--

were,not generally as overwhelmingly enthusiastic as those for the ea' ier

sessions: This also leads one to suspect that the change in eephasis for the

sessions may have been fortunate.

General Conclusions

In viewing the overall results of all four sessions, one point seemed

to come forth repeatedly--the United States and its citizens are indeed

unique. Referring to the 'itle ogwe again, "American Civic Issues in the

Light of European Experience," the European experience most effectively

highlighted the contrast between Americans and Europeans. One frequently

hears.expreSsionssof fear in this country lest the individual is being

swallowed up'in a mass society.- The common factor which appeSed in each

issue presented in this program was thAmericans are distinguished. from

the Europeans by a peculiar independence of spirit. This manifests itself

as a suspicion of''Elny and all governmental Control and a deep rooted belief

in the individual's capacity to handle any problem. Thus, Americans have

uniformly 'rejected any and all attempts to establish national, or_coen

regional, standards for child care or basic education, and governmental

agencies have aiffit.ulty coordinating even such projects -as' interstate

highways.

In this respect, then, the series can be said to have achieved its
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goal magnificently, for the descriptions df the European response to

certain civic issues did indeed also cast a bold light on theAmerican

response as well'. Whether the American response should be modified as a

result of this insight was quite properly not within the scope or intent of

this series, and indeed sUch.discussions could well be an-entire separate'

program.

The,series may also be counted as quite successful in providi an

opportunity for the presentation of such information for those citizens

interested -in receiving it. A few members of the audience at various

sessions wrote comments to.the effect that some wty should be found to

attract a larger audience. The program orgaiizers certainly seem to have

done everything possible to.get announcements of'the,individual sessions

wilely-broadcast within the community.'! One might 'conclude that the same

sense of indiid,alism and self-satisfaction which was shown within the

series to be so typical of tne American also worked against-any large.

tIrns,t for such discussions. For example, the Seattle School Board last

year invited- -nay, encouraged, cajoled; and pleaded with parents and other

interested citizens in the city to attend special meetings.hefd 'in each

lot'al school in order to have citizens participate a n the setting of goals
.

fur tr.e district. At Fairview Elementary--which had been scheduled for

cl,,s,re (to the dismay of the affected parents) and was lept,open only

n eleventh -hoar court ruling - -'no more than seven perSons

attended the meeting.., These seven included the school principal, one'

teacher, the PTA president, one set of pares of a pupil from the school,

one parent of another pupil, and one interested citizen who had n9 children ,

in school. ',.If on a matter as volatile and immediate,as this, so few of the

persons directly affected were willing to participate in discussiOns to

set fiture goals, one could not expect a -enormous attendance at a
1)16st

series of lectre-discussions which were c rtainly.lacking in anything -

. .
!

...----

approachinE that immediacy. . .

.
.

4101'

The importangt, factor in evaluating the- attendance at this series
le.

ofpr sentations is not,so mucia tliq sheer numbers as the interest of .

O . .

those ho attended and participated. A quick check of the rosters with

the names of a4oilence partici.pants indicates that theme was a sizeable

turnover, i.e. Aky few individuals attended all four sessions, or even
s.. ..A

tfte of them. We may conclude that thoseftho did attend did so from a

k
)
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genuine4tatgrest in the particular topic for a given evening. In offering
t

. .

-
the opportunity for these individualsN-to meet and diScuss these issues,

' the program did indeed provide a valuable _community service, all the more
. . J /

because such opportunities a4 exceedingly rarewithin our society. And
. f.

116. the geterally favorable responses given by those attending the sessions

indicate that'these persons appreciatedotilds opportunity.

OP Recommendations

With a view to any future programs otitis sort, experience gained

from this series might provide the basis.for a few recommendations. First,
.

it would, seem wise to seleCt a topic of fairly limited scope but with a

broad base of input -. As noted-before, this was in fact what occurred in

the firsi),Oree sessions, in whith the general theme of rearing the young

Was viewed in perspective of several,afropean models. , An4 these seem to

have been the most successful meetings. The final sessians.xhich was

limited,..bothin scope and base, was necessarily of interest primarily to

a very small segment of the total community.

Secomdly,_to promote better attendance from the public at large,

care should beotaken to choose topic's that are currently of momentt within

the local community: As noted earlier, day care is receiving increased

attentioi now because of the yomen's rights movement, and bilingual education

has come into the, spotlight because of increased pressure from minority
..,

groups and court actions. Urban-planning may be just as critical in the

long rUn,as the other two topiesbut in the pOpUlar mind this is primarily .

a-subject for discussion by professional planners and politicians: Thus,

unless someone is suggesting-bui;ding a gailbage dump in'the next block,'

one'cannot expect the same level of-audien40 participation ..at such a '

session as with,the issues.which are currently more within the public's

awareness: , .

The thirdrecommendetion is related tothe'detet, utilizing a

broad base of input should also 1e tftd the organizers to seek'a;broad base

of suppbrt and sponsorship within the nommunAy. As originally conceived,

this se ies was primarily of interest to Francophilese andwe rote sqveral

local French cultural Organizations among the sponsors. Had the intent

originally'been to speak to"the.questipn of EurOpean experience generally,

it should nave been posib/e to get.additional support from other local ,

%
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organizations, i.e. the various cultural groups representing'the
.

.
Germans and Scandinavians, a broader range,of foreignlanguage teachers

and bilingual tekhers, and others,

Finally, care should be taker to insure that the discussion goals of.
tii

t

the prograt are met, It was noted earlier that the audiences generally,
O

. ,

did not find much significant exciange of ideas between scholars represent
,
ang different culttiral vier Dints nor did members of the audieffdeOlways

bfeel that much significant discussion Ilad taken place between those making

the presentations and the members of the audience. Some of the techniques

for achieving better discussion were included within the original proposal,
k,

. .

The organizers and sponsors of this series should be encouraged to

contdn_ie wha.t, they have begun. The concept-is sound, the topics were

indeed vital and tyre service to the community invaluable. One might even

hope that increasing members cf sessions like these would slowly attrag.t

IIincreasingly larger numbers of i

I
vidual citizens and as a result make

but they were'not always Allowed.

them more thoughtfuled aware o their own culture.

4

4
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THE END IS A BEGINNING

HOWARD LEE 'NOSTRAND

.

lip series thus brought to a clgse, is to be followed by similar

discussions at fettle, during 1977.-78, on four topics: national health
4

3 care; a-cooperatiffe.approach,to local language'needs; integration of the

, elderly into community life; and youth hostels.
0.

Inthe hope that othec communiries likewise ay utilize the practical*

lessons, if not also thesubstance,'of the experimental series, t'he present

report will be distributed; reviewed, and madeavaidble nationally as
.:' A '
: .well_.-as Vocally. . 0?- ,

.,

[1.0:.
. The t'ason for uhdertakirkbusefi discussions is the public indrfference

to cerfmin long-range issues, anct-the basic difficulty encountere&is

''. a same indiffeance, ihich limits not only the immediate audience but
,o.

.,,
the practicabllitii, foi

:the media, of relaying the ideas that emerge. -
. ,

lik

:--' The new serieg,mat Seattle has'selted topics as timely as possible,,

using national opinion polls. But even so, the philosophical'approach
.

,

of the bumanities.'wil not'uodUte the-tipeliest event in town. Au public.'t. . . .

Rearinkon'proposed day-̀Cale legtsjation attracted more person5/from a
. 'i4. .., ...' ,

.

single threatened 'neighborhood than'ourdong-range discuSsion could muster
. . i

ftom 'ft population of' 600,000% A one'time.chance toefear a
v
famous visitor,

,

--

.
,or a gpie\sperson ot an idfology, enjoys ,a timeliness that similarly

ectip'Ses. Ole qpns,cientious concern for civic issues.
. . . .

the new series
.

seeks to-invAve_the public not only through the choice

.

of issUes'but.b, tWo Other means: a different format, sacrificinghe

tiorough expositigils in favor of a panel biscussign with differing VieWe;
. '.

.. and.a different site, in a more academic neighborhood instead of-lonthe

11101

. .
.,

.*
ge of th4dentrafl city, towhigh elings,areputation, now undeserved,

'N'

as .'a %igh crime area." 1.' . Ai .

4 4
The basiC difficulty, however,- remains: the discrepancy between .the
0

* :tidely event an the relative timelessness of the persiabent-oleds ate

, enduring posSibilities ofovercoming,our medfocre provigion Tor them..

We-are doOtless 5,J:ght to be disenchanted with formal mass education,

. .,

aftdto relyJmore an more on to educative power of the mass media. lut
,

. .
.

if the media must, ttie natAq of their,,support,exploit the limely "..-'0k
4.., %....A'' e ... 0 1- )

t a

, + .". .

'A .
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the humanities face that apparently intyitable.disgrepancy.

Olt culture -at its' best is characterized 4Py..civic concern and by

interest in other peOples; our culture at its most usual. is.comparativery
.

indifferent, comparkively mediocre. Perhaps the present exper,imenpal,
...;.

approach will help to create a solution for this basic probld of the.

humanities in our time:', At the least, it has impelled-some of the most

equalitarian-minded among us to, inquire a,fiesi% what -0e mean by Ame rican,
.

,

culture, in vidw of the contrast between the culture at its best, as the
------4 .

humanities would have,it, and the culture defined statistically, a5 pre-

.
dominant collective-tekavior. (

V.' . .

The director and moderator of the series expresses his gratitude to
..-

_') 1 his collea gueS in theFrench Civilization Group, particularly Professors

Abraham Keller and David Pinkffey, and to e-CommUniv Advisory Board, of

which the members especially active in thi-gprojeCt were Betty Backus,

Kleth Crosbie. Louise Hirasawa, Margarita Kjerbol, Marie-Pierre Koban,,

Edith McAnulty, the Rev. George Morri, and Lois O. Stet4art.
°4.1 20

The entire BArd cordiably acknowledges the cooperation of'the eleven

'co-sponsoring orgahizations.and the diligent assistance of the Seattle

Project staff, Pearl NkElheran and 'Antoinette Wills, throughout the first

seies and in the developing of the second.
Ir

F ,inally, the Bo&d is joined by the eleven do- sponsors all of wticim-
.

. are continuing, .in thanking the Washington Commission for te'Humanities
.

for making possible the second series pf these discassione.
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